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OVERVIEW

There are few greater reflections
of our nation’s values than how we
choose to spend our money. Public
investments in scientific research
power the development of innovative
new technologies from energy to
medicine that enrich our lives and
advance human progress. Modern
transportation and other infrastructure
networks provide the arteries for
robust economic growth and broadly
shared prosperity. A top-tier education
system that gives every American
the skills to earn a decent living and
programs to help disadvantaged
citizens lift themselves from poverty
are essential to delivering on the
promise of the American dream.

When our workers and enterprises succeed
thanks to these public investments, they pay it
forward through a progressive tax system that
reinvests in the next generation and supports
those who are too young or too old to work
themselves. Robust public investment, in short,
is the foundation of American progress.
America once prioritized this foundation, but we’ve
lost our way. Between 1965 and 1980, federal
URGPFKPIQPGFWECVKQPKPHTCUVTWEVWTGCPFUEKGPVKƒE
research averaged about 2.5 percent of gross
domestic product (the total value of all goods and
services produced by the United States in a given
year).1 Investment spending at that level would
have been equal to roughly $500 billion in 2018. Yet
in reality, the federal government spent just $300
billion on public investment in 2018 – less than 1.5
percent of GDP.2 As PPI documented in a recent
report, Ending America’s Public Investment Drought,
this decline in public investment spending can
have disastrous consequences including lower
incomes, fewer high-quality jobs, and reduced
economic mobility.3
Instead of investing in America’s future,
policymakers in recent years have borrowed
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ƒUECNOKUOCPCIGOGPVUQOG&GOQETCVU
seem determined to outdo them. Many on the
“progressive” left now propose tens of trillions
of dollars in new social spending on top of the
unfunded promises the federal government
already has made, without offering credible ways
to pay for either.9

JGCXKN[VQƒPCPEGRTGUGPVEQPUWORVKQP6JKU
year, the federal government is projected to
spend $4.4 trillion, of which today’s taxpayers
will only cover 80 percent of the cost.46JG
DQTTQYKPIPGEGUUCT[VQƒPCPEGVJGICROGCPU
a bigger national debt and higher annual
interest payments. In Fiscal Year (FY) 2018,
the federal government spent over $320 billion
paying interest on the national debt (the total
amount the federal government has borrowed
VQƒPCPEGFGƒEKVUQXGTVJG[GCTU ŤVJCVŨU
more than the government spent on public
investments in education, infrastructure, and
UEKGPVKƒETGUGCTEJcombined.5 But as spending
on these investments declines to the lowest level
in over 50 years, spending on federal interest
payments will more than triple as a percent of
GDP between now and 2050.66JKUKUPQVCƒUECN
policy for strengthening America’s future – it’s a
blueprint for American decline.

6JG2TQITGUUKXG2QNKE[+PUVKVWVGDGNKGXGUVJG
better course – the genuinely progressive
course – is to offer radically pragmatic ideas
HQTDTGCMKPIVJGƒUECNFGCFNQEMKP9CUJKPIVQP
not making it worse. Rather than rehashing
the same old proposals for a “grand bargain”
that have gone nowhere for nearly a decade,
America needs a radical reorienting of our
tax and spending policies to redirect national
resources from consuming today to investing
in tomorrow. In this report, we propose deep
structural changes in the federal budget to make
room for public investments in education, and
KPHTCUVTWEVWTGCPFUEKGPVKƒETGUGCTEJOQFGTPK\G
federal health and retirement programs to reflect
CPCIKPIUQEKGV[CPFETGCVGCRTQITGUUKXG
pro-growth tax code that raises the revenue
necessary to pay the nation’s bills. If enacted in
their entirety, these proposals would increase
federal public investment spending by more
than 70 percent over current projections while
simultaneously putting the federal budget on a
path toward balance (Fig. 1).

6JTQWIJQWVVJG1DCOCCFOKPKUVTCVKQP
Democrats and Republicans engaged in several
TQWPFUQHƒUECNDTKPMUOCPUJKRDWVHCKNGFVQ
compromise on solutions to the nation’s core
ƒUECNRTQDNGOUQHKPCFGSWCVGVCZTGXGPWGU
and unsustainable growth in health care and
retirement spending. Instead, they chose the
path of least resistance: cutting the relatively
small and shrinking portion of the federal budget
that funds the nation’s public investments.7
#OGTKECŨUƒUECNJGCNVJJCUQPN[FGVGTKQTCVGF
since then. Self-proclaimed “king of debt”
&QPCNF6TWORCPFJKU4GRWDNKECPCNNKGUKPVJG
previous Congress abandoned any pretense
QHƒUECNTGURQPUKDKNKV[TCOOKPIVJTQWIJC
partisan package of unpaid-for tax cuts that
VJGQHƒEKCNUEQTGMGGRGTUCVVJG%QPITGUUKQPCN
$WFIGV1HƒEG %$1 GUVKOCVGYKNNEQUVTQWIJN[
$2 trillion over the next 10 years.8 Instead of
holding Republicans accountable for their
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FIGURE 1. FEDERAL REVENUES VS SPENDING
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Note: Current law projections assume many policies in place today will expire if they are scheduled to in the law as currently written. Current
policy projections assume that today’s tax and spending policies remain in place even if they are scheduled to change under current law.
Projections of PPI’s budget assume all proposed policies either take effect or begin a scheduled phase-in in FY 2022.
6RXUFHV2IͧFHRI0DQDJHPHQWDQG%XGJHW10 &RQJUHVVLRQDO%XGJHW2IͧFH&RPPLWWHHIRUD5HVSRQVLEOH)HGHUDO%XGJHWDQG33,
calculations

6JGEQTGQDLGEVKXGQHVJKUDNWGRTKPVJQYGXGTKU
not to produce a balanced budget for the federal
IQXGTPOGPV4CVJGTYGUGGMVQDTGCMVJGƒUECN
impasse in Washington that starves public
investment, handcuffs future policymakers, and
HWGNUWPUWUVCKPCDNGRWDNKEFGDVU6JGKOOGFKCVG
goal for policymakers should be to ensure
VJCVFGDVCPFFGƒEKVUITQYOQTGUNQYN[VJCP
our economy.13 Under current law, this isn’t the
case: the national debt is currently on track to
rise from 78 percent of GDP today to 149 percent
D[6JGUKVWCVKQPYKNNDGGXGPYQTUGKH
VGORQTCT[RQNKEKGUGPCEVGFWPFGTVJG6TWOR

administration are made permanent. Under this
scenario, the national debt as a percent of GDP
would surpass the all-time high reached in the
aftermath of World War II by 2030. By 2050, the
national debt would grow to more than double
the size of the economy.14
6JGOQTGVJCPTGEQOOGPFCVKQPUKPVJKU
report, on the other hand, would put the national
debt on track to fall back down to the historical
average of the past 50 years by 2050. (Fig. 2 %$1
recently estimated that reducing debt down to
this level would increase per-person incomes by
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more than 10 percent relative to current policy.15
+VYQWNFCNUQETGCVGƒUECNURCEGHQTHWVWTG
policymakers to make other policies in the future
to respond to the needs of their constituents.
During national emergencies and economic
downturns, increasing debt isn’t just acceptable
– it is necessary. But as PPI documented in
another report last year, countries entering a
downturn with large debt-to-GDP ratios have

responded less effectively and faced more
economic hardship.16 6QDGVVGTRTGRCTG#OGTKEC
for future recessions, the recommendations
KPVJKUTGRQTVRCKTFGƒEKVTGFWEVKQPFWTKPI
economic expansions with new “automatic
stabilizers” that boost public investment
spending, strengthen the social safety net,
and cut taxes on lower- and middle-income
Americans during economic downturns.

FIGURE 2. IMPACT OF PPI PROPOSALS ON PROJECTED FEDERAL DEBT
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6RXUFHV&RQJUHVVLRQDO%XGJHW2IͧFH&RPPLWWHHIRUD5HVSRQVLEOH)HGHUDO%XGJHWDQG33,FDOFXODWLRQV
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6JGTGEQOOGPFCVKQPUKPVJKUTGRQTVCTGDTQMGP
down into seven critical national priorities,
which are summarized below. At the end of the
report is an appendix that scores the savings of
each PPI policy recommendation individually.
We assume for purposes of modeling that all
of PPI’s proposed policies either take effect or
begin a scheduled phase-in in FY 2022 – the
ƒTUVHWNNƒUECN[GCTQHVJGPGZVCFOKPKUVTCVKQP+P
practice, however, this blueprint is intended to
function as the starting point for policymakers
– including presidential candidates and the next
CFOKPKUVTCVKQPŤVQFGXGNQRCRTQITQYVJƒUECN
policy that puts America on a path to more
KPXGUVOGPVCPFNGUUFGDV6JGEQPEGRVUCPF
ideas it offers are far more important than the
GZCEVFQNNCTƒIWTGUKPGCEJRTQRQUCNUQOGQH
which are designed to be more illustrative than
concretely prescriptive.

also propose to gradually set defense spending
JCNHYC[DGVYGGPVQFC[ŨUNGXGNUCPFVJG0#61
target of 2 percent, which we believe would make
OQTGGHƒEKGPVWUGQHVCZRC[GTFQNNCTUYKVJQWV
undermining America’s strong and superior
military capabilities.
II. Guarantee Universal Access to Affordable
Health Care (Pages 22-27)
PPI’s budget would ensure all Americans
have access to affordable, high-quality
JGCNVJKPUWTCPEG1WTRNCPUVCTVUD[TGXGTUKPI
Republican policies that sabotaged the
Affordable Care Act and expanding subsidies to
help working families buy health insurance. We
recommend creating an automatic-enrollment
system that replaces the ACA’s now-repealed
individual mandate for purchasing health
insurance to bring more young Americans with
lower medical costs into the insurance pool and
reduce instances of uncompensated care that
drive up prices for other payers. We also propose
to tackle the problem of high prices directly by
setting maximum rates on what providers can
charge payers for out-of-network care, which we
anticipate will force providers to compete more
on quality and enter into contracts with insurers
that reward value-based care over fee-for-service
reimbursements.

I. Supercharge Public Investments in Social and
Economic Growth (Pages 10-21)
PPI proposes to create a new budget for
public investment and boost spending in these
investments as a percent of GDP to pre-1980s
levels, which in dollar terms represents a
more than 70 percent increase above currentNCYRTQLGEVKQPU5RGEKƒECNN[22+RTQRQUGU
to triple investment in basic R&D and fund
the development of technologies to expand
the clean-energy economy. We recommend
enacting a $1 trillion infrastructure package that
is timed to the next recession and leverages
additional investment from the private sector
and state and local governments. We would
fund affordable pre-kindergarten for families in
need and reduce the cost of higher education by
pushing universities to transition from four-year
to three-year degree programs, expanding Pell
Grants, and making those grants available for
more professional credentialing programs. We

III. Modernize Medicare (Pages 28-33)
PPI proposes to consolidate the three parts of
traditional fee-for-service Medicare – Hospital
Insurance (Part A), Supplemental Medical
Insurance (Part B), and Prescription Drug
%QXGTCIG 2CTV& ŤKPVQCUKORNKƒGFū/GFKECTG
1PGŬDGPGƒVYKVJQPGRTGOKWOQPGCPPWCN
deductible, one copayment or coinsurance
rate for spending above that deductible, and
an out-of-pocket cap. We also propose to base
government subsidies for Medicare coverage on
the average bid in a competitive bidding process
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for Medicare Advantage and to allow Americans
ages 55-64 who do not receive employersponsored insurance to buy into Medicare at a
RTGOKWOUWHƒEKGPVVQOCMGVJKUDW[KPFGƒEKV
PGWVTCN6CMGPVQIGVJGT22+ŨU/GFKECTGTGHQTOU
would reduce government spending without
KPETGCUKPIEQUVUHQTVJGCXGTCIGDGPGƒEKCT[

shifts the burden of taxation from work to wealth
and consumption while raising adequate revenue
VQƒPCPEGVJGPGGFUQHCPCIKPIUQEKGV[22+
RTQRQUGUVQTGRGCNVJGƒUECNN[KTTGURQPUKDNG
IKXGCYC[UVQYGCNVJ[#OGTKECPUKPVJG)12ŨU
2017 tax law, but we would also expand and
make permanent provisions in the law that
improve the international competitiveness of
our tax code, incentivize investment, and limit
regressive tax breaks. PPI supports raising
the top marginal rate on annual earnings over
$10 million to 50 percent, setting the corporate
KPEQOGVCZTCVGVQ2TGUKFGPV1DCOCŨURTQRQUGF
level of 28 percent, and taxing unearned incomes
from inheritances and capital gains at revenuemaximizing rates. We would also put more
money in the pockets of workers by replacing
regressive payroll taxes that depress wages with
taxes on consumption and transforming the
'CTPGF+PEQOG6CZ%TGFKVKPVQCOQTGIGPGTQWU
.KXKPI9CIG6CZ%TGFKV

IV. Strengthen Social Security’s
Intergenerational Compact (Pages 34-42)
1WTKPPQXCVKXGHTCOGYQTMHQTUVTGPIVJGPKPI
Social Security would improve retirement
security for millions of seniors by making
VJGRTQITCOOQTGRTQITGUUKXGCPFƒUECNN[
sustainable without placing an undue tax burden
on young Americans. Under a more egalitarian
DGPGƒVHQTOWNCFGXGNQRGFD[22+KPFKXKFWCNU
would earn a flat “work credit” for each year they
spent in the workforce regardless of what they
were paid, meaning a low-skilled worker and their
college-educated boss would receive the same
DGPGƒVKPTGVKTGOGPVKHVJG[YQTMJCTFHQTVJG
same number of years. A person could also earn
WRVQƒXG[GCTUQHYQTMETGFKVUHQTVKOGVCMGP
out of the workforce to serve as a caregiver. We
would index both the ages at which someone
can claim reduced and maximum monthly
DGPGƒVUVQNQPIGXKV[YKVJCURGEKCNGZGORVKQPHQT
low-income workers. We also propose reforms
to Social Security’s cost-of-living adjustments
and a number of other small changes that either
KORTQXGYQTMKPEGPVKXGUQTKPETGCUGDGPGƒVU
for those most at-risk of falling into poverty in
old age.

VI. Expand the Clean-Energy Economy
(Pages 57-60)
Climate change may pose an even greater
threat to future generations than our myopic
ƒUECNRQNKE[FQGUCPFNKMGQWTPCVKQPCNFGDV
the challenge will be easier to solve the sooner
we grapple with it. PPI proposes to harness the
power of market competition to reduce carbon
emissions by putting in place a long-overdue tax
QPGOKUUKQPU6JGVCZYQWNFDGIKPCVRGT
ton and increase by inflation plus 5 percent each
year. We propose dedicating this revenue to three
areas: increasing federal R&D, funding green
infrastructure improvements, and providing tax
incentives to encourage the adoption of electric
XGJKENGUCPFKORTQXGOGPVUVQGPGTI[GHƒEKGPE[
in the private economy.

V. Transform the Tax Code to Reward Work
Over Wealth (Pages 43-56)
6JG4GRWDNKECP2CTV[ŨUHCKNGFūUVCTXGVJGDGCUVŬ
mentality has slashed federal revenues to the
lowest level they’ve been during an economic
expansion in the modern era. What America
needs now is real pro-growth tax reform that
P7
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VII. Empower Workers and Families
(Pages 61-65)

Conclusion: A Radically Pragmatic Blueprint
for Funding America’s Future

PPI believes policymakers should commit more
resources to improving social mobility and
economic opportunity for workers and families.
PPI’s budget includes funding for creating a
paid family-leave program and bolstering the
CWVQOCVKEGZRCPUKQPQHWPGORNQ[OGPVDGPGƒVU
that is triggered during recessions. PPI also
TGEQOOGPFURQNKE[OCMGTUƒPFPGYYC[U
to shift the emphasis of anti-poverty policy
from income transfers to saving and wealthbuilding. Finally, we propose to replace the
6TWORCFOKPKUVTCVKQPŨUETWGNCPFGEQPQOKECNN[
shortsighted immigration policy with one that
promotes growth by welcoming more lawful
immigrants into our workforce. Increasing legal
immigration levels would help to offset the falling
birthrates of our native-born population, which
would improve our worker-to-retiree ratio and
UVTGPIVJGPVJGƒPCPEGUQHRTQITCOUUWEJCU
Social Security and Medicare.

PPI’s 3URJUHVVLYH%XGJHWIRU(TXLWDEOH*URZWK
gives the next administration a framework for
investing in our country that doesn’t stick young
Americans with the bill (Fig. 3). It powers the
engines of American innovation by increasing
investments in infrastructure, education, and
UEKGPVKƒETGUGCTEJD[OQTGVJCPRGTEGPV
relative to what they would be under current
law. We tackle the greatest challenges facing
our society, from rising economic inequality
to climate change, through dynamic tax and
spending policies that also help smooth the
business cycle. And we pay for all of it, giving
HWVWTGRQNKE[OCMGTUVJGƒUECNURCEGPGEGUUCT[
to respond to other unforeseen challenges
CPFFGOQPUVTCVKPIVJCVƒUECNTGURQPUKDKNKV[
and investing in the American people are not
contradictory – they are in fact complementary.
By supporting both equity and growth, our
DNWGRTKPVYQWNFQPEGCICKPOCMGƒUECNRQNKE[CP
instrument of national progress.
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FIGURE 3. PPI BUDGET VS CURRENT LAW
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proposed by PPI.
6RXUFHV&RPPLWWHHIRUD5HVSRQVLEOH)HGHUDO%XGJHWDQG33,FDOFXODWLRQV
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I. SUPERCHARGE PUBLIC INVESTMENTS IN SOCIAL
AND ECONOMIC GROWTH

economic growth, such as infrastructure,
GFWECVKQPCPFUEKGPVKƒETGUGCTEJ21
22+RTQRQUGUVQTGQTKGPV#OGTKECŨUƒUECNRQNKE[
CYC[HTQOFGDVƒPCPEGFEQPUWORVKQPCPF
towards public investment in life-changing
research, state-of-the-art infrastructure, and
the skills our workforce needs to succeed in the
UVEGPVWT[6QIGVJGTQWTRTQRQUGFRQNKEKGU
would increase public investment spending
as a percent of GDP back to pre-1980s levels
(Fig. 4). In dollar terms, this represents a more
than 70 percent increase above current-law
RTQLGEVKQPU6JGUGKPXGUVOGPVUYKNNPQVQPN[
grow our economy, they will also help tackle
pressing social challenges and make our nation
a world leader in innovation for the 21st century.
We also recommend policymakers time these
spending increases to coincide with the next
economic downturn as a means for productive
and effective economic stimulus.

6JGTGCTGVYQECVGIQTKGUQHHGFGTCNURGPFKPI
discretionary spending, which is appropriated
CPPWCNN[D[%QPITGUUCPFVJGRTGUKFGPVCPF
mandatory spending, which is determined
by formulas written into law by previous
Congresses.19 Fifty years ago, discretionary
spending accounted for two thirds of the
HGFGTCNDWFIGVYJKNGQPGVJKTFYGPVVQƒPCPEG
categories of spending that operate on autopilot
(mandatory spending and interest on the national
FGDV 6QFC[VJGTCVKQKUTGXGTUGFRTKOCTKN[
due to the growth of federal health care and
retirement programs that make up the majority
of mandatory spending.206JGUJKHVKPRTKQTKVKGU
from annually appropriated discretionary
spending to formula-driven mandatory spending
NKOKVUVJGūƒUECNHTGGFQOŬQHGNGEVGFQHƒEKCNUVQ
respond to the changing needs of their taxpaying
constituents and results in a budget that is more
oriented towards present consumption than
investments in long-term economic growth.
6JGFGENKPGKPFKUETGVKQPCT[URGPFKPICNUQ
starves core government programs of the
resources they need. Discretionary spending
covers a wide array of government functions,
split roughly in half between defense and nondefense “domestic” discretionary programs.
6JGNCVVGTEQPVCKPUXKTVWCNN[GXGT[PQPFGHGPUG
non-entitlement program in the federal budget,
including many core functions of government
such as federal law enforcement, environmental
protection, and foreign relations that our
country could not function without. Even more
importantly, discretionary spending includes
funding for critical investments in our future
that provide the building blocks for long-term
P10
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FIGURE 4. FEDERAL PUBLIC INVESTMENT SPENDING UNDER PPI POLICIES
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the enactment of PPI’s budget include climate policies but not the impact of immigration reform.
6RXUFHV2IͧFHRI0DQDJHPHQWDQG%XGJHW&RQJUHVVLRQDO%XGJHW2IͧFH6W/RXLV)HG26&RPPLWWHHIRUD5HVSRQVLEOH)HGHUDO%XGJHW
and PPI calculations

1. Repeal the Sequester and Create a Public
Investment Budget
6JGNCUVOCLQTCVVGORVVQTGKPKPFGƒEKVUYCUVJG
$WFIGV%QPVTQN#EVQH6JG$%#KORQUGF
caps on discretionary spending that were initially
UGVVQVTKOHGFGTCNDWFIGVFGƒEKVUD[DKNNKQP
QXGTVJG[GCTUHQNNQYKPIKVUGPCEVOGPV6JG
BCA also created a Joint Select Committee on
&GƒEKV4GFWEVKQP CNUQMPQYPCUVJGūUWRGT
committee”) that was supposed to identify
another $1.2-1.5 trillion worth of budget cuts.
Failure by the committee triggered an acrossthe-board spending cut – called “sequestration”
– to achieve the required savings, the vast
majority of which were applied to discretionary
URGPFKPIRTQITCOU6JGUGUJQTVUKIJVGFCPF
counterproductive cuts brought discretionary
spending to nearly its lowest level in over
50 years.

Although Congress has provided some relief to
the caps in each year since they were enacted,
the sequester-level caps are scheduled to return
KPHWNNHQTEGCVVJGGPFQHVJGEWTTGPVƒUECN
year. PPI urges the current Congress and the
president to raise the caps on both defense and
non-defense (domestic) discretionary spending by
$67 billion in Fiscal Year 2020 – the same amount
that Congress increased domestic discretionary
spending for FY 2019.27 We then propose that
the next administration work with Congress
to separate spending on public investments –
research, education, and infrastructure – into its
own budget category, distinct from other nondefense discretionary spending.
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Caps on other domestic spending would
grow with inflation plus population growth.
Public investment spending (including the
new initiatives we propose below) would grow
with GDP to ensure that a consistent share of
economic resources is devoted to pro-growth
spending. PPI would exempt public investment
spending from any across-the-board spending
cuts in the future. Existing guidelines from the
1HƒEGQH/CPCIGOGPVCPF$WFIGV 1/$ UJQWNF
FGVGTOKPGYJCVSWCNKƒGUCURWDNKEKPXGUVOGPVVQ
prevent politicians from using the designation to
give preferential treatment towards favored noninvestment spending.28

Health's Human Genome Project found that
the project generated an astonishing $178 for
every $1 spent, resulting in nearly $1 trillion of
additional economic growth.29 Although few public
R&D projects will generate such immense gains,
other analyses have estimated an average return
of at least 30 percent on R&D investment.30,31
Back in the 1960s, the federal government spent
as much as 1 percent of GDP on non-defense
R&D as it fought to win the space race and
put a man on the moon. Unfortunately, today’s
policymakers seem to lack the foresight of their
predecessors in funding these critical projects.
Federal spending on non-defense R&D has fallen
D[OQTGVJCPJCNHCPFNCUV[GCTHQTVJGƒTUVVKOG
in modern history, China surpassed the United
States as the global leader in R&D spending.32
America must renew its commitment to public
investment in R&D so it can attract top talent,
compete in the global economy, and remain the
leader of innovation in the 21st century.

2. Triple Federal Investments in Basic Research
Over Ten Years
From medicine to communications, federal
UWRRQTVHQTUEKGPVKƒETGUGCTEJCPFFGXGNQROGPV
has led to the creation of countless technologies
VJCVRQYGTGEQPQOKEITQYVJCPFDGPGƒV
Americans throughout their daily lives. For
example, a study of the National Institutes of

FIGURE 5. BREAKDOWN OF R&D SPENDING BY SOURCE OF FUNDS
FEDERAL NON-DEFENSE
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1RWH16)GDWDUHIOHFWVIHGHUDOJRYHUQPHQWREOLJDWLRQVLQVWHDGRIRXWOD\VDQGWKXVWKHIHGHUDOJRYHUQPHQWͧJXUHVLQFOXGHVRPHFRPPLWPHQWV
IRUIXWXUHVSHQGLQJQRWLQFOXGHGLQWKHLQGXVWU\ͧJXUH
Source: National Science Foundation
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PPI proposes to boost federal R&D closer to
country and the economy in ways we can’t
historical levels by tripling federal investment
predict. Increasing federal investment in basic
in basic research over the next ten years.
research will create more opportunities for
Unlike applied research and development, the
private investment in technological innovation
private sector has little incentive to focus on
for decades to come.34
basic research – which focuses on exploring
3. Invest $1 Trillion in Modernizing America’s
HQWPFCVKQPCNUEKGPVKƒERTKPEKRNGUYKVJPQGZRNKEKV
Infrastructure
objective in mind – because the knowledge
Investments in infrastructure are at their lowest
gained from such activities is unlikely to have
level since WWII – and they’re projected to
commercial applications until several years after
fall even further if current trends continue.35
the initial investment is made. Furthermore, if
Independent estimates by the American Society
and when a marketable purpose is eventually
of Civil Engineers (ASCE) and McKinsey both
HQWPFHQTVJGTGUGCTEJŨUƒPFKPIUVJGTGKUPQ
found that the United States should spend
IWCTCPVGGVJCVVJGTGUGCTEJKPIƒTOYKNNDG
roughly $1.4 trillion more on infrastructure than
VJGQPGVQRTQƒVHTQOKV#EEQTFKPIN[RTKXCVG
it is currently projected to over the next decade
businesses spend just 7 percent of their R&D
(Fig. 6).36, 37 Allowing the foundation of our
dollars on basic research, while
basic
research
Figure 6. Infrastructure Funding
Gaps to
(2016-2025)
commerce
crumble imposes real costs: ASCE
comprises nearly half of federal non-defense
estimated in 2016 that the United States could
R&D spending (Fig. 5 6JGUGVTCKVUOCMG
lose nearly $4 trillion in GDP through 2025 if we
basic research a quintessential public good:
fail to close this gap, costing the average family
KVUDGPGƒVUECPDGWPRTGFKEVCDNGDWVVGPFVQ
about $3,400 per year.38
RGTOGCVGVJTQWIJQWVUQEKGV[DGPGƒVVKPIVJG

FIGURE 6. INFRASTRUCTURE FUNDING GAPS (2016-2025)
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Although state and local governments are
primarily responsible for maintaining America’s
infrastructure, roughly one third of funding for
public infrastructure investments in the United
States comes from the federal government.
Because national leadership is essential to
galvanize action and supplement state and
local funding capacity, PPI proposes $1 trillion
in new federal infrastructure investment over
CFGECFG6JKUHWPFKPIUJQWNFVCMGVJGHQTO
of well-structured matching grants and other
ƒPCPEKCNKPUVTWOGPVUVJCVNGXGTCIGVJGTGOCKPKPI
investment needed from the private sector
and state and local governments. For example,
policymakers could consider creating a national
infrastructure bank that invests public funds
in infrastructure projects with a high return to
VCZRC[GTUCPFVJGPTGKPXGUVUVJGRTQƒVUKPVQ
other projects.40

But it’s not enough for the federal government to
spend more on infrastructure, it must also spend
UOCTVGT6YQVJKTFUQHHGFGTCNKPHTCUVTWEVWTG
spending takes the form of matching grants
given to state and local governments to support
the construction of new infrastructure, which
incentivizes them to prioritize new construction
projects over maintaining and repairing existing
structures.466JGTGUWNVKUCPGICVKXGHGGFDCEM
loop in which new infrastructure is built only
to be neglected and fall into disrepair, leaving
VJGEQWPVT[YKVJCITQYKPIUVQEMQHFGƒEKGPV
infrastructure and deferred maintenance costs.
6JKUOKUCNNQECVKQPQHTGUQWTEGUKURCTVKEWNCTN[
costly given that the average rate of return for
spending on maintenance projects is estimated
to be nearly double the rate of return for
comparable spending on new construction.47
PPI recommends adjusting federal matching
grant formulas to incentivize state and
local governments to address the nation’s
infrastructure needs in the most cost-effective
way possible. Rather than simply fronting the
money for a project of national importance
and then leaving the structure’s well-being
WRVQVJGYJKOUQHNQECNQHƒEKCNUVJGHGFGTCN
government should arrange funding incentives
VQRTQOQVGCFGSWCVGOCKPVGPCPEG6JGHGFGTCN
government’s share of a structure’s costs should
XCT[DCUGFQPJQYOWEJGEQPQOKEDGPGƒVVJG
structure provides nationally versus locally, not
based on whether a structure is new or old.

Federal investment should go primarily to urgent
national priorities that cross state boundaries and
to assist disadvantaged communities that are
hobbled by decrepit infrastructure but lack the tax
base needed to pull themselves out of distress.
1XGTRGTEGPVQH#OGTKECPUKPTWTCNCTGCUNCEM
access to modern broadband services, compared
to just 2 percent of those in urban areas.416JKU
disparity creates an economic opportunity gap
in growing e-commerce activities that rely on the
internet.42 Meanwhile, lower-income Americans
in cities are struggling with a decreasing stock
of affordable housing that fell by 60 percent
between 2010 and 2016.43 Rising rent prices put
added pressure on public assistance programs
that cannot afford to meet demand: in 2016,
only one in four Americans eligible for federal
housing support received any assistance due to
inadequate funding.44, 456JGUGCTGCTGCUYJGTG
federal investment can help level the opportunity
RNC[KPIƒGNF

Finally, PPI recommends that lawmakers turn
infrastructure investment into a more-robust
CWVQOCVKEUVCDKNK\GT6JGKORCEVQHKPHTCUVTWEVWTG
spending on short-run economic output is higher
than most other government spending and is
even higher during recessions than normal times,
OCMKPIKVCRCTVKEWNCTN[RQVGPVTGEGUUKQPƒIJVKPI
tool.48 But during recessions, falling revenues
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force state and local governments to cut back
ensure that those who use roads pay the most
on their spending on infrastructure. Federal
for the roads’ construction and maintenance.51
matching rates should automatically increase
But revenue raised by these taxes has failed
when a region enters a recession to discourage
to keep up with transportation funding needs,
state and local governments from pulling the
both because Congress never indexed the
RNWIQPRTQLGEVUYKVJPCVKQPCNUKIPKƒECPEGUKORN[
rates to inflation and because improvements in
because it is poorly timed to the business cycle.
XGJKENGHWGNGHƒEKGPE[CTGTGFWEKPIVJGCOQWPV
#PCFFGFDGPGƒVQHRTKQTKVK\KPIOCKPVGPCPEGCPF
of gasoline that the average driver needs to buy
repair is that suchFigure
projects
can
be
implemented
to maintain adequate surface
(Fig. 7).52
7. Federal Spending and Revenue
forFailing
Highways
quickly and are thus more “shovel-ready” for
transportation infrastructure is expensive: a
fast-acting stimulus than the development of
2015 analysis found that congestion costs our
new structures.49,50
economy about $160 billion annually.53
4. Adopt a Mileage-Based User Fee to Fully
Fund Highway Infrastructure
6JGHGFGTCNIQXGTPOGPVRTKOCTKN[ƒPCPEGU
national highways with an 18.4 cents per-gallon
tax on gasoline and a 24.4 cents per-gallon tax
QPFKGUGNHWGN6JGUGHWGNVCZGUCTGKPVGPFGFVQ

6QCFFTGUUUWTHCEGVTCPURQTVCVKQPHWPFKPIPGGFU
and make up for the erosion of revenue over the
past two decades, PPI proposes to replace fuel
taxes with a tax on the number of miles that a
car travels, known as a vehicle miles-travelled
8/6 VCZ#8/6VCZYQWNFGPUWTGVJCVVJG

FIGURE 7. FEDERAL SPENDING AND REVENUE FOR HIGHWAYS
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amount that someone drives is directly related
to how much they must pay for the roads that
they drive on, regardless of the vehicle’s fuel
GHƒEKGPE[6JGEJCPIGYQWNFCNUQDGRTQITGUUKXG
DGECWUGVJGCXGTCIGHWGNGHƒEKGPE[QHXGJKENGUKP
rural and low-income communities is lower than
in urban or wealthier communities.59

PPI proposes to fundamentally restructure
federal support for higher education to better
target support to those who need it and put
in place mechanisms to control costs. PPI
would eliminate tax deductions or exemptions
for student loan interest payments, discharged
student fees, higher education expenses, and
VCZDTGCMUVJCVIKXGNCTIGTDGPGƒVUVQRGQRNGKP
higher tax brackets. PPI would also eliminate 529
college savings plans that exempt investments
from taxes on capital gains or dividends so long
as the returns are used to pay for education
expenses. Because parents with income below
$78,750 already do not pay any taxes on
capital gains and dividends, 529 plans almost
GZENWUKXGN[DGPGƒVTGNCVKXGN[CHHNWGPVHCOKNKGU65
Forty-seven percent of people with 529 plans
earn more than $150,000, compared to only 8
percent of families without 529 plans.66

5. Expand and Reform Support for Higher
Education and Job Training
As jobs in our modern economy become
increasingly complex, all Americans should have
access to quality education that gives them the
QRRQTVWPKV[VQRWTUWGCNWETCVKXGCPFHWNƒNNKPI
career.60 Educating our workforce also offers
CFFKVKQPCNUQEKCNDGPGƒVUKPENWFKPIKPETGCUGF
worker productivity and higher tax revenue for
the government.61 But America’s current system
for subsidizing higher education isn’t working.
1XGTVJGNCUVVYQFGECFGUVJGEQODKPGFEQUVU
of federal spending and tax subsidies for higher
education have more than tripled as a percent
of GDP.62 Yet over the same period, the price to
consumers grew even faster than did health
care (Fig. 8 6JGTGUWNVEQNNGIGUVWFGPVUJCXG
JCFVQDQTTQYOQTGCPFOQTGOQPG[VQƒPCPEG
their education even as federal aid continues to
rise.63 Meanwhile, federal student aid programs
neglect other forms of post-secondary education
that can improve peoples’ earning potential for a
fraction of the cost of a college degree and that
require older workers to commit less time and
tuition to learn new skills.64
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FIGURE 8. PRICE CHANGES SINCE 2000
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PPI’s proposed budget redirects every dollar
of savings from the elimination of these tax
breaks to funding for an expanded “Super” Pell
Grant. Unlike the tax subsidies to upper-income
families, the Pell Grant program provides direct
aid for students from lower- and middle-income
families who otherwise could not afford higher
education. Annual funding for Pell would
nearly double under PPI’s framework, allowing
the program to support up to two thirds of
undergraduate students in the United States
with higher grants than the current average
Pell award.

lets universities raise tuitions without losing
UVWFGPVU6JG(GFGTCN4GUGTXGHQWPFVJCV
increasing the maximum amount of subsidized
student loans someone could take out led
universities to raise their tuition by nearly 60
percent of the increase in loans available to
students.70 Washington should support more
alternatives to traditional four-year degrees and
condition federal funding for traditional degrees
on action by universities to slow the growth of
tuitions and fees.
5RGEKƒECNN[VJGHGFGTCNIQXGTPOGPVUJQWNFGPF
the federal bias towards college degrees for
those who don’t need them by allowing students
in shorter occupational training programs to
use Pell Grants.71 Jobs that don’t require a
traditional four-year bachelor’s degree but do
require education beyond a high school diploma

But as is the case with infrastructure, it’s not
enough for the federal government to just spend
more money on higher education. Subsidizing
college education increases the amount of
tuition students are able to pay and therefore
P17
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(also known as “middle-skill” or “new-collar” jobs)
now make up over half of all jobs in the United
States.72 But only 43 percent of U.S. workers
are trained at this level, resulting in a “skills
gap.”731DVCKPKPIKPFWUVT[CRRTQXGFETGFGPVKCNU
can increase a low-income person’s earnings
by as much as $11,000 within two years.74
As businesses face a shortage of middle-skill
workers, expanding students’ ability to apply Pell
Grants towards credential programs could help
workers improve their economic circumstances
for a fraction of the expense they would incur
pursuing a bachelor’s degree.

GZEGRVHQTVJQUGKPEQORNGZƒGNFUHQTYJKEJ
there is little fat to cut in existing curriculums,
as determined by a waiver system developed
by the Department of Education). But there
are also less invasive measures the federal
government can take in pursuit of the same goal.
6JGIQXGTPOGPVEQWNFTGSWKTGWPKXGTUKVKGUVQ
award college credit for Advanced Placement,
International Baccalaureate, and other collegelevel coursework completed by students in high
school. PPI proposes to increase federal funding
for these programs in underserved communities
to better prepare students for college and raise
graduation rates. Improving graduation rates is
essential to alleviating the student debt burden
because half of students who fail to graduate
CEETWGOQTGHGFGTCNFGDVQXGTVJGƒTUVUGXGP
years of their repayment than they initially
borrowed because they are unable to make loan
payments that keep up with interest.81

1PGYC[VQEWVEQUVUKUVQGPEQWTCIG75
colleges to move from four-year to three[GCTFGITGGRTQITCOU6JTGG[GCTFGITGG
programs are standard in much of Europe,
and students who graduate with bachelor’s
degrees from prestigious institutions such
CU1ZHQTF%CODTKFIGQTVJG.QPFQP5EJQQN
of Economics typically do so in just three
years.75, 766TCPUKVKQPKPIVQCVJTGG[GCTFGITGG
system would force universities to review
their curriculums and cut unnecessary degree
requirements that pad educational expenses
for students without enhancing the value of
VJGKTFGITGG6CMGPVQIGVJGTVJTGG[GCTFGITGG
programs and Super Pell Grants could slash
out-of-pocket expenses for a bachelor’s
degree at public universities in half for in-state
students.77, 78, 79,80 Universities can open their
classrooms to more students if each student
takes up a spot at the university for a shorter
period of time, which will make a college
education accessible to more students.

6JGIQXGTPOGPVEQWNFCNUQRNCEGTGUVTKEVKQPUQP
tuition increases at universities receiving federal
funding and tighten accreditation standards
VQENQUGUQECNNGFFTQRQWVHCEVQTKGU6JG
Department of Education only grants federal aid
to students attending colleges and universities
that are recognized by approved accreditors.
While graduation rates do not demonstrate
everything about a school’s quality, a 2014 study
found that the government spent $15 billion in
non-tax student aid on colleges and universities
that had six-year graduation rates below
15 percent.826JG&GRCTVOGPVQH'FWECVKQP
should require accreditors to only recognize
colleges and universities that can prove they
improve students’ outcomes, allowing students
who would otherwise waste money at these
institutions to get a proper education elsewhere.

6JGOQUVCIITGUUKXGXGTUKQPQHVJKUTGHQTO
would be to give colleges and universities up
to 10 years to adjust their curriculums, after
which point the federal government would cut
off support for all four-year degree programs
P18
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older children has risen by 38 percent in the
past 20 years, adjusted for inflation, putting it
out of reach for many low- and middle- income
families.84, 856JGTGUWNVKUVJCVQPN[RGTEGPVQH
American four-year-olds and 40 percent of threeyear-olds were enrolled in pre-K in 2017 despite
the tremendous return on investment in young
children’s education.86

6. Provide Affordable Pre-K for All Children
from Families in Need
Federal spending per child is less than one
sixth of the amount spent per older American
despite the fact that children are almost twice
as likely as older Americans to be in poverty.
Investing in these children is an investment
in the future health of our economy and our
society (Fig. 9). Nobel-prize winning economist
James Heckman estimated that investing in a
child’s pre-kindergarten education generates 7
to 10 percent annual returns for the child and
UQEKGV[CUCYJQNG6JKUGHHGEVKUGXGPITGCVGT
for disadvantaged children who have fewer
resources to support them at home.83 But the
cost of pre-kindergarten and child care for

FIGURE 9. FEDERAL SPENDING AND POVERTY RATES BY AGE
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When working parents cannot afford child care,
VJG[QHVGPPGGFVQUCETKƒEGVKOGVJG[YQWNF
otherwise spend working to mind their children,
which can require them to postpone their longterm career goals. Forty-four percent of mothers
working full-time say that they would look for a
higher paying job if they had access to adequate
child care. Many women have been pushed out
of the labor force entirely because of the lack
of affordable child care options – 20 percent of
mothers not currently working say they would look
for a job if they could afford child care services.89
Expanding pre-K and child care programs,
especially for lower-income families, could be done
at relatively low cost, empower more students
to achieve, and enable parents to better balance
their work-life and child-rearing responsibilities.90

Republican-controlled Congress appropriated
the Department of Defense more money than it
asked for in 2018 – cutting money the Pentagon
doesn’t even want is low-hanging fruit for reining
in defense costs.92 In 2015, the Department
of Defense wrote a report that estimated
the Department could save $125 billion over
ƒXG[GCTUD[GPEQWTCIKPIGCTN[TGVKTGOGPVU
using fewer expensive contractors, and using
KPHQTOCVKQPVGEJPQNQI[OQTGGHƒEKGPVN[936JG
Pentagon should also work to rein in the rising
cost of military-personnel expenses, which
have remained constant as a share of defense
spending despite a massive reduction in troop
levels.94 Creating a new Base Realignment and
Closure (BRAC) commission, which allows
the military to close unneeded bases or move
operations between bases, could also save the
military as much as $2 billion per year.95

7. Fund a Smart National Defense to Keep
America Strong and Secure
National security is one of the federal
government’s most fundamental responsibilities.
Additionally, activities conducted in the name
of national defense can also contribute to
the domestic economy just as non-defense
public investments do. For example, research
conducted by the Department of Defense
contributed to the development of the internet,
)25CPFCTVKƒEKCNKPVGNNKIGPEG91 Policymakers
shouldn’t undermine these crucial investments in
maintaining our military’s qualitative superiority
just to save the federal budget a few pennies on
the dollar.
At the same time, the Department of Defense
can and should contribute to breaking the
ƒUECNJCPFEWHHUVJCVCTGJQNFKPIQWTEQWPVT[
DCEM6JG7PKVGF5VCVGUEWTTGPVN[URGPFUOQTG
on its military than the next seven countries
combined and there is clearly room for savings
form the Pentagon that don’t compromise
military readiness (Fig. 10). In fact, the
P20
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Figure 10. U.S. Defense Spending Compared to Other Countries
FIGURE 10. U.S. DEFENSE SPENDING COMPARED TO OTHER COUNTRIES
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7PFGT%$1ŨUGZVGPFGFDCUGNKPGFGHGPUG
spending is projected to be roughly 2.5 percent
of GDP over the long-term. PPI supports
spending at this level, which is about half way
between current U.S. defense spending and a
2 percent of GDP spending target set by the
0QTVJ#VNCPVKE6TGCV[1TICPK\CVKQP 0#61 HQT
member states.97 However, the sudden and deep
spending cuts scheduled to occur in FY 2020
due to the return of sequestration would reduce
spending too quickly for our military to adapt.
PPI instead proposes to gradually bring defense
spending down to these levels over a decade.

not subject to ordinary defense spending
ECRUMPQYPCUVJG1XGTUGCU%QPVKPIGPE[
1RGTCVKQPU 1%1 CEEQWPV989JKNG1%1
should remain flexible and available for future
conflicts, policymakers have leaned on this
budget gimmick to avoid the budget caps for
expenses that had previously been a part of the
Pentagon's normal budget.996JG&GRCTVOGPVQH
&GHGPUGKVUGNHGUVKOCVGUVJCVTQWIJN[QPGƒHVJ
QH1%1URGPFKPIDGVYGGPCPFJCF
nothing to do with military operations in Iraq,
Afghanistan, or Syria.100 Policymakers should
GPFVJG1%1UJGNNICOGCPFMGGRVQVCNFGHGPUG
spending in line with the levels PPI proposes
except for the temporary military engagements
VJCVNGCFGTUQTKIKPCNN[FGUKIPGFVJG1%1VQHWPF

Importantly, these projections assume no
PGYOCLQTOKNKVCT[EQPHNKEVU6QHWPFUWEJ
conflicts, Congress created a separate account
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II. GUARANTEE UNIVERSAL ACCESS TO
AFFORDABLE HEALTH CARE

6JG#HHQTFCDNG%CTG#EVYCUCOQPWOGPVCN
achievement in the expansion of health care
EQXGTCIG6JGNCYGZRCPFGF/GFKECKFVQEQXGT
Figure 11. National Health Care
RGQRNGYKVJOQFKƒGFCFLWUVGFITQUUKPEQOGU
below 138 percent of the Federal Poverty Level
(FPL) and created subsidies to help middleincome people purchase private plans on
regulated marketplaces. It also prohibited most
insurers from denying coverage or charging
consumers more for pre-existing conditions,
making affordable health care accessible for

those who needed it most. Between 2010 and
2017, the ACA extended coverage to over 19
million people and cut the uninsured rate by
roughly half.1016JGNCYCNUQETGCVGFOCP[QVJGT
consumer protections and policies to help hold
down health care costs.102
Still, the American
health care system is far from
spending
in 2018
RGTHGEV6JG7PKVGF5VCVGUURGPFURGTEGPV
of GDP on health care – more than almost any
other country in the world – yet ranks last in
access, equity, and overall health status when
compared to 10 other high-income countries
(Fig. 11).103 Even after the passage of the ACA,
9.4 percent of Americans still had no coverage

FIGURE 11. NATIONAL HEALTH CARE SPENDING IN 2018
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according to the Center for Disease Control –
QPGQHVJGJKIJGUVTCVGUQHCP[1TICPKUCVKQP
for Economic Co-operation and Development
country.105 Moreover, recent Republican sabotage
of the ACA increased premiums on benchmark
silver plans by an average of 33 percent and
are projected to reduce enrollment in health
insurance plans by up to 13 million people.106,107

sicker people will see their premiums rise.109
PPI proposes to only allow these types of plans
to be used for a short three-month period as
was originally intended, rather than as a cheap
substitute for comprehensive health insurance.
Second, we propose to restore the transitional
reinsurance program, which was in operation
HQT#%#RNCPUDGVYGGPCPF6JKU
program provided a government backstop
to help insurers manage the risk of insuring
exceptionally expensive patients, which helped
keep premiums down by making expenses more
predictable for insurers. When it was in effect,
the reinsurance program covered as much as
14 percent of the cost to insurers of overall
claims.110 1WTRNCPYQWNFTGPGYVJGTGKPUWTCPEG
program to help stabilize premiums that have
skyrocketed as a result of Republican sabotage.
For states that already have an equivalent
waiver-based reinsurance or premium reduction
program, the funding would instead be funneled
into those programs. We estimate that a nationwide
budget of $15 billion in 2022 would be required to
restore prior reinsurance coverage. However, much
of that funding would be offset by reductions in
subsidy spending due to lower premiums.

PPI’s proposals would reverse these efforts to
undermine the ACA and build upon what worked
to better control costs and expand coverage so
that all Americans have access to affordable
health care. If adopted, these reforms have the
potential to put America on a path to universal
coverage and cut per-capita health care costs for
patients with private insurance by almost half.
At the same time, it would promote choice and
competition by preserving our hybrid system
of public and private coverage, maintaining
America’s status as the world leader in medical
research and innovation.
8. Stabilize the ACA Marketplace by Reversing
Trump Administration Sabotage
PPI proposes two policy changes to reverse the
UCDQVCIGFQPGD[VJG6TWORCFOKPKUVTCVKQPVQ
the Affordable Care Act. First, we would reverse
VJG6TWORCFOKPKUVTCVKQPŨUFGEKUKQPVQOCMG
short-term health plans renewable for up to 36
months.1086JGUGRNCPUYGTGQPN[KPVGPFGFVQ
provide temporary coverage for people whose
coverage lapses when moving from one plan to
another. Short-term plans also typically have a
OCZKOWODGPGƒVCOQWPVCPFFQPQVJCXGVQ
abide by many ACA regulations, such as covering
pre-existing conditions and all essential health
DGPGƒVU%QPUWOGTUOC[DGWPFGTVJGKNNWUKQP
they have comprehensive coverage, when in
fact short-term plans usually have very limited
DGPGƒVU#PFKHJGCNVJ[RGQRNGQRVHQTVJGUG
cheaper plans over comprehensive coverage,

9. Smooth the ACA Subsidy Cliff
6JG#%#RTQXKFGUUWDUKFKGUVQRWTEJCUG
insurance plans on regulated exchanges for
consumers who are not eligible for employerURQPUQTGFKPUWTCPEG6JGUWDUKFKGUCTGUGV
UWEJVJCVCP[QPGYKVJCOQFKƒGFCFLWUVGFITQUU
income under 400 percent of FPL does not have
to spend more than a certain percentage of
income to purchase a mid-level plan (known as
a Silver plan) on their local exchange, with the
cap gradually rising with a consumer’s income. If
premiums for the second-cheapest Silver plan on
the exchange are greater than the income cap, the
ACA provides a subsidy equal to the difference.111
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6JKUF[PCOKEOCFGKPUWTCPEGCYQTUGƒPCPEKCN
proposition on average for healthy consumers,
many of whom could decide to drop their
EQXGTCIG6JKUKPVWTPYQWNFNGCFVQGXGP
higher premiums for the insured population,
which would push even more healthy people
out of the market, in a vicious cycle commonly
referred to as a “death spiral.”115 Additionally,
when uninsured people do get sick or injured,
they tend to receive expensive treatment from
emergency rooms that they cannot afford to pay
HQT6JGUGEQUVUCTGQHVGPRCUUGFCNQPIVQVJG
government through components of Medicare
and Medicaid.116, 117

Consumers can then use this subsidy to help
purchase any eligible plan on the exchange.
But if a consumer’s income is even a dollar over
400 percent of FPL, the cap and corresponding
subsidies disappear, creating a “cliff” that
results in large costs for anyone just outside the
eligibility range for subsidies and incentivizes
people to earn a lower income so they can avoid
VJKUUVGGRFTQRQHHKPDGPGƒVU1126JKUENKHHJKVU
middle-income consumers particularly hard when
premiums rise quickly, as they did following the
6TWORCFOKPKUVTCVKQPŨUUCDQVCIG9GRTQRQUG
to make subsidies available to people on the
individual market with incomes between 400
percent and 600 percent of FPL and create a
gradual phase-out to replace the steep cliff and
CXQKFRGTXGTUGGCTPKPIUKPEGPVKXGU6JKURTQRQUCN
will increase the availability of affordable health
care to 1.2 million middle-income families who
don’t receive employer-sponsored insurance and
currently cannot afford coverage.113

6QEQPVTQNVJGUGEQUVUVJG#%#KPENWFGFCP
individual mandate to purchase insurance:
anyone who could afford coverage but declined
VQRWTEJCUGKVYQWNFRC[CVCZRGPCNV[6JG
penalty was one of the most controversial parts
of the ACA, but it was a vital tool to control
costs created by other provisions (such as
requiring coverage for pre-existing conditions).118
Nevertheless, Republicans used their 2017 tax
bill to set the penalty to zero, effectively repealing
it and leading to higher premiums.

10. Create an Automatic-Enrollment System for
the Uninsured
Health insurance premiums are based on the
average cost of care for consumers in the
covered population. If younger and healthier
people with less expensive health care needs
decline to buy insurance, the covered population
will on average be older and sicker people who
have higher medical bills. Prior to the passage
of the ACA, insurers managed this challenge by
charging higher premiums to people with more
expensive health-care needs and declining to
EQXGTRTGGZKUVKPIEQPFKVKQPU6JG#%#DCPPGF
these practices, resulting in people paying similar
premiums for similar coverage regardless of
VJGKTRTGGZKUVKPIEQPFKVKQPU6JGTGUWNVJKIJGT
premiums for the healthy and lower premiums
for the sick.114

PPI proposes to replace the now-repealed
individual mandate with a system for
automatically enrolling uninsured individuals in
affordable coverage. By automatically enrolling
people in insurance plans instead of requiring
VJGOVQVCMGCHƒTOCVKXGCEVKQPVQGPTQNN
themselves, policymakers create a dynamic
in which it requires less effort to be insured
than uninsured. Auto-enrollment has proved
a successful tool in retirement plans, where
automatically enrolling people leads to about a
40 percent increase in coverage.119 We do not
TGEQOOGPFCURGEKƒECWVQGPTQNNOGPVRQNKE[
but policymakers should consider some of the
following options:
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• State governments could designate a
“default” health insurance plan on their
exchange.120 All uncompensated care
claims by providers would be charged to
this insurance plan. Uninsured individuals
would pay a premium to cover the costs of
this plan through their tax returns whether
or not they took advantage of the insurance
DGPGƒVUFWTKPIVJGRCUV[GCT2GQRNGYJQJCF
other insurance coverage for part of the year
would have their premium for this default
program pro-rated accordingly. Alternatively,
policymakers could create a voluntary optout for consumers who truly want to be
WPKPUWTGF6JKUYQWNFTGFWEGVJGDGPGƒVUQH
auto-enrollment but would also mitigate the
elements of the individual mandate that made
VJGRQNKE[UQWPRQRWNCTKPVJGƒTUVRNCEG

providers could act as de-facto exchange
navigators for uninsured people, signing
them up for coverage and starting the
process of selecting a plan determining their
premium subsidy. State exchanges or the
federal exchange would set up a process for
enrolling people who did not select a plan.
11. Set Default Prices to Cap Medical Costs
6JG7PKVGF5VCVGUJCUJKIJGTJGCNVJECTGEQUVU
per person than most other developed countries.
6JGUGEQUVUFQPŨVUVGOHTQOQXGTWVKNK\CVKQP
of services or an inherently older or sicker
RQRWNCVKQPTCVJGTQWTJKIJEQUVUCTGUKORN[
a result of high prices for treatment.123 1PG
contributor to our higher prices is the lack of
bargaining power among individual payers in
our system. Prices are particularly high in places
where one or two provider networks have a
monopoly on service delivery and can charge
whatever price they want.124 Medicare can
negotiate lower reimbursement rates than private
insurers because it covers about one out of every
six Americans, so providers lose access to millions
of potential patients if they don’t accept Medicare’s
prices.125 Medicare spending per enrollee grew half
as quickly as it did in the private system between
2010 and 2017.126

• Uninsured individuals could also be pushed
VQGPTQNNYJGPƒNKPIVJGKTVCZGUD[VJG+45
and tax preparers. In the same way that
ƒNGTUTGEGKXKPITGHWPFUCTGGPEQWTCIGF
to direct those refunds into a retirement
savings account, uninsured taxpayers should
be pushed to enroll in an ACA plan and
direct their refunds to covering a portion
of their premiums.121 Individuals who avail
themselves of this option could be eligible
for a reduction in the automatic premium
OGPVKQPGFCDQXG6JGTGFWEVKQPYQWNFDG
revoked if the person in question dropped
coverage or failed to pay premiums during
the following tax year.

Some on the left believe the solution to our price
problem is Medicare for All, under which everyone
would be covered by one government program.
In this single-payer system, providers’ monopoly
power is challenged by the government’s
monopsony power, leading to a more balanced
negotiation dynamic. But a single-payer system
CDCPFQPUVJGDGPGƒVUQHEQORGVKVKQP KPENWFKPI
innovation) in the insurance market, and polls
show that a majority of respondents oppose
Medicare-for-All when told the system would
eliminate private health insurance.127

• Under current law, health care providers often
act as enrollment facilitators for low-income
patients eligible for Medicaid.122 Health care
providers could also be permitted to autoenroll people whose incomes are too high
for Medicaid, but eligible for coverage under
VJG#%#XKCJGCNVJGZEJCPIGU1RGTCVKQPCNN[
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RC[OGPVTCVGUUKIPKƒECPVN[JKIJGTVJCPVJG
default price. Knowing that they can only receive
a limited payment for each service rendered,
providers may also be incentivized to move away
from fee-for-service arrangements altogether
and instead enter into contracts with insurers
VJCVTGYCTFQWVEQOGUCPFGHƒEKGPE[QHECTGQXGT
the number of services provided.1301XGTVKOGCU
provider prices fall and better payment models
are developed, more insurers can afford to enter
new markets, thus increasing competition in the
insurance market.

PPI proposes to instead leverage the government’s
bargaining power on behalf of consumers and
private insurers rather than putting insurers
QWVQHDWUKPGUU6JGHGFGTCNIQXGTPOGPVYQWNF
tackle the price problem directly by setting a
maximum rate on what providers can charge
payers for out-of-network care. All commercial
health plans would have the option of using
these default prices for all emergency and outof-network claims, and all health-care providers
would be required to accept them. Providers
would be prohibited from passing the costs
of this care onto consumers through balance
billing for emergency services (for which patients
cannot shop around) or any non-emergency
service without adequate price disclosure
in advance.

Savings achieved from reducing health care
prices would be passed on to consumers in the
form of lower premiums because of the ACA’s
medical-loss ratio, which caps the share of
premiums that can be spent on administration
instead of paying for services.131 Lower
premiums will then result in lower government
spending on ACA premium subsidies and lower
employer spending on health coverage. Because
spending on employer-sponsored insurance
premiums is given preferential tax treatment,
this reduction in employer premium spending
will translate to higher taxable incomes and thus
more federal revenue. Such a reduction would
TGPFGTVJG%CFKNNCE6CZŤCRGTEGPVGZEKUGVCZ
on high-cost health insurance plans scheduled to
take effect in 2022 – unnecessary for controlling
the rising cost of health care and raising federal
revenue, allowing policymakers to repeal it if they
so choose.132

Policymakers should set localized caps based
on existing Medicare reimbursement rates
(which vary regionally), measures of provider
EQPUQNKFCVKQPCPFRQRWNCVKQPFGPUKV[6JG
Center for Medicare and Medicaid Services
(CMS) can subject provider monopolies to
tighter rate caps, thereby encouraging these
monopolies to break themselves up and promote
competition in pursuit of higher payment rates.128
Meanwhile, relaxing consolidation standards
and setting higher default prices in areas with
low population density can ensure this policy
does not compromise the ability of smaller
remote hospitals to continue operating.1291WT
plan proposes that the average rate cap under
this policy should start at 200 percent of current
Medicare rates then be reduced by 8 percentage
points per year until the default price reaches 120
percent of Medicare reimbursement rates.

12. Reduce Barriers to Developing Generic
Prescription Drugs
1PGQHVJGITGCVGUVEQPEGTPU#OGTKECPUJCXG
about health care is the rising cost of prescription
drugs.133 PPI proposes two policies that would
bring down the cost of medication by increasing
the availability of generic variants, which are
functionally equivalent but far cheaper versions

6JGUGRTKEGECRUYQWNFTGFWEGEQUVUHQTDQVJ
in-network and out-of-network care because
insurers would have little incentive to bring
providers into their network at fee-for-service
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6JGYCKXGTU[UVGOKUEQPFWEKXGVQKPPQXCVKQP
(QTGZCORNG1TGIQPYQPCYCKXGTHTQO**5KP
2010 that allowed it to pay networks of health
care providers (known as Coordinated Care
1TICPK\CVKQPUQT%%1U CUGVFQNNCTCOQWPV
RGTRCVKGPV CFLWUVGFHQTVJGƒPCPEKCNTKUMU
associated with each patient’s personal health)
instead of paying providers for each service
FGNKXGTGF6JGUG%%1UYGTGGPEQWTCIGFVQ
coordinate with health-care providers, community
organizations, and other social services to
CFFTGUUCNNVJGKTRCVKGPVUŨPGGFU6JGCFFKVKQPCN
supports provided under this system proved
UWEEGUUHWNKPGCTN[GXCNWCVKQPUVJG%%1U
UCXGFTQWIJN[DKNNKQPQXGTƒXG[GCTU139

of brand-name drugs made after the brandname drug’s patent expires.134 Brand-name
drug manufacturers have been able to delay
the creation of generic drugs by providing
KPUWHƒEKGPVUCORNGUHQTVGUVKPIDKQGSWKXCNGPEG
6JKUVGUVKPIFGVGTOKPGUYJGVJGTCIGPGTKEFTWI
ECPFGNKXGTVJGUCOGDGPGƒVUCUVJGDTCPFPCOG
drug, which is a pre-requisite for Food and Drug
Administration approval.135 1WTRNCPYQWNFCNNQY
generic manufacturers to sue brand-name drug
manufacturers if the brand-name manufacturer
refuses to provide the necessary samples for
such tests. We also support prohibiting “payfor-delay” patent settlements, in which brandname manufacturers pay generic companies
not to bring lower-cost alternatives to market.
#EEQTFKPIVQVJG(GFGTCN6TCFG%QOOKUUKQP
the reduced competition resulting from these
agreements costs consumers and taxpayers
$3.5 billion in higher drug costs each year.136
6CMKPIVJGUGVYQUVGRUVQKPETGCUGVJGCXCKNCDKNKV[
of generics will help control the rising costs of
prescription drugs.

1VJGTUVCVGUUJQWNFGZRNQTGUKOKNCTN[KPPQXCVKXG
ways to move away from fee-for-service
payments and better coordinate with all services
RTQXKFGFCETQUUUVCVGCIGPEKGU6QRTQOQVG
state experimentation, PPI supports universal
waiver approval: if states have demonstrated
a successful model, states should easily be
able to replicate the waiver and move through
CPGZRGFKVGFCRRTQXCNRTQEGUU6JGUCXKPIU
achieved through these and other innovations
in Medicaid should be shared between the state
and federal governments.

13. Encourage State Innovation in Medicaid
States are the laboratories of democracy
KPQWTHGFGTCNKUVU[UVGO6JGTGKUPQDGVVGT
example of this dynamic than the health care
program created by Governor Mitt Romney in
Massachusetts, the success of which provided
the foundation for the ACA four years later.137
Medicaid programs are particularly well-suited
to experiment with new models of delivering and
paying for care because they have to set a budget
for managing the health care of all enrollees each
[GCT6JKUUVTWEVWTGECPGPEQWTCIGUVCVGUVQUGGM
the most bang for their buck. A waiver system
created by the ACA allows states to apply to the
Department of Health and Human Services (HHS)
for exemptions to certain Medicaid rules, so long
as they are not expected to compromise care.138
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III. MODERNIZE MEDICARE

6JGRTGXKQWUUGEVKQPQHVJKUTGRQTVFGVCKNGF
ways to control the cost of health care in
the private sector, but the success of those
OGEJCPKUOUFGRGPFUQPJCXKPICPGHƒEKGPV
and well-functioning Medicare program. During
RCUVRTQITCOGZRCPUKQPUPGYDGPGƒVUYGTG
tacked on as separate programs with new rules
CPFƒPCPEKPIOGEJCPKUOUTCVJGTVJCPDGKPI
KPEQTRQTCVGFKPVQCEQJGTGPVDGPGƒVUVTWEVWTG145
6JKUFKULQKPVGFUVTWEVWTGETGCVGUEQORNGZKV[
HQTDGPGƒEKCTKGUCPFOKUCNKIPUKPEGPVKXGUHQT
providers. Moreover, because only about half
of Medicare spending is covered by dedicated
revenue sources such as payroll taxes and
RTGOKWOURCKFD[DGPGƒEKCTKGUVJGITQYVJ
of costs poses a grave threat to other federal
priorities that could see more general revenues
diverted to bankrolling Medicare (Fig. 12).146

Medicare is the largest health insurer in the
United States, covering nearly 60 million
Americans aged 65 and older and/or receiving
5QEKCN5GEWTKV[&KUCDKNKV[+PUWTCPEGDGPGƒVUKP
2018.140 It is also the fastest-growing program
in the federal budget, with spending expected to
roughly double as a percent of GDP over the next
30 years.1416YQVJKTFUQHVJKUKPETGCUGKUFWGVQ
rising per-person health costs, while one third is
due to the aging of our population.142 By 2050,
there will be almost twice as many Americans
aged 65 and older than there were in 2016, and
nearly three times as many Americans aged
85 and older.1436JGPWODGTQHYQTMKPICIG
Americans, meanwhile, will only increase by 12
percent.144 Because older people tend to have
more health problems than younger ones, the
CIKPIQHVJGRQRWNCVKQPOCIPKƒGUVJGEQUVQHQWT
expensive health care system.

FIGURE 12. SOURCES OF REVENUE FOR MEDICARE
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PPI’s reforms would modernize Medicare for
America’s current health-care needs, with
streamlined rules to promote better delivery and
responsible management of care for seniors.
Just as importantly, our proposed reforms would
cap out-of-pocket costs and set premiums for
most seniors below what they are projected to
DGWPFGTEWTTGPVNCY6JGUGTGHQTOUYQWNFDGC
YKPHQTDGPGƒEKCTKGUCPFVCZRC[GTUCNKMG

a combination of premiums and
general revenues.148
6JGEWTTGPVCNVGTPCVKXGVQVJKUEQPXQNWVGF
UVTWEVWTGKUHQTDGPGƒEKCTKGUVQEJQQUGC
Medicare Advantage (MA) plan. MA plans – also
known as Medicare Part C – provide the same
DGPGƒVUCU/GFKECTG2CTVU#$CPF&DWVFQ
UQKPQPGEQPUQNKFCVGFDGPGƒVUVTWEVWTG UKOKNCT
to how most employer-sponsored insurance
YQTMU $GPGƒEKCTKGURC[CRTGOKWOVQVJGKT/#
plan just as they would with traditional Medicare
or private insurance, with the federal government
providing a lump-sum subsidy to pay for the share
of expenses that would be covered by taxpayers
in traditional Medicare. It then falls upon these MA
plans to manage care for their enrollees.149

14. Consolidate Medicare Parts A, B, and D into
D6WUHDPOLQHG˼0HGLFDUH2QH˽%HQH̨W
/GFKECTGDGPGƒEKCTKGUJCXGVYQQRVKQPUHQT
EQXGTCIG6JGƒTUVQRVKQPVTCFKVKQPCNHGGHQT
UGTXKEG/GFKECTGCNNQYUDGPGƒEKCTKGUVQGPTQNN
in three different services: Medicare Part A
(Hospital Insurance), which covers hospital
services, nursing facilities, home health
CUUKUVCPEGCPFJQURKEGECTG/GFKECTG2CTV$
(Supplemental Medical Insurance), which covers
QWVRCVKGPVUGTXKEGUCPFOGFKECNGSWKROGPVCPF
/GFKECTG2CTV& 2TGUETKRVKQP&TWI$GPGƒVU 

PPI proposes to consolidate Medicare Parts A, B,
CPF&KPVQCUVTGCONKPGFū/GFKECTG1PGŬDGPGƒV
with one premium, one annual deductible, one
copayment or coinsurance rate for spending
above that deductible, and an out-of-pocket
cap. From the enrollees’ perspective, they
YQWNFJCXGQPGEQPUQNKFCVGFDGPGƒVLWUVNKMG
they would receive from Medicare Advantage.
Administratively, Medicare Parts A and B would
become one program within CMS that has
one set of reimbursement rates (as opposed
to the current system, where reimbursement
rates differ between Parts A and B).1506JG
combined AB plan would then be paired with
VJGRTGUETKRVKQPFTWIDGPGƒVURCEMCIGQHCP
enrollee’s choice. Enrollees’ premiums and
FGFWEVKDNGUHQT/GFKECTG1PGYQWNFDGUGV
based on the package of prescription drug
DGPGƒVUVJG[EJQQUG

'CEJDGPGƒVQRGTCVGUYKVJKVUQYPEQORNKECVGF
set of rules. Part A is operated by the
government and funded by a 1.45 percent payroll
VCZ$GPGƒEKCTKGUOWUVRC[CPKPKVKCNEQRC[OGPV
for each incident requiring hospitalization before
costs are paid by the government, then they
are often on the hook for daily copayments for
extended in-patient treatments. Part B is also
administered by the government but has a very
FKHHGTGPVDGPGƒVUVTWEVWTGDGPGƒEKCTKGURC[
a small annual deductible out of pocket, then
enrollees pay 20 percent of additional costs for
EQXGTGFUGTXKEGU6JGRTQITCOKUCNUQHWPFGF
by a combination of income-based premiums
and general tax revenue instead of a dedicated
payroll tax. Part D plans, on the other hand, are
chosen by the enrollee among several privately
administered options that each have rules of
their own. Like Part B, Part D plans are funded by

/GFKECTG1PGJCUCPWODGTQHCFXCPVCIGU
over the current system. Cost-sharing rules
are simpler for patients to follow so they won’t
have to worry about being caught between
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statutory benchmark set between 95 percent
and 115 percent of Medicare spending per
ECRKVCKPVJGDGPGƒEKCT[ŨUEQWPV[2NCP
administrators submit bids for per-enrollee
spending, and if the bid falls below the
benchmark, the subsidy is reduced by up to half
of the difference. Subsidies are also risk-adjusted
so that plans covering sicker populations receive
OQTGƒPCPEKCNUWRRQTVRGTDGPGƒEKCT[

multiple deductibles. Although costs may rise
UNKIJVN[HQTCDQWVJCNHQHDGPGƒEKCTKGUKPOQUV
years, lifetime expenses for many Medicare
DGPGƒEKCTKGUYKNNHCNNDGECWUGCEWVGGRKUQFGUQH
care (such as those requiring hospitalization)
would receive more support from Medicare
1PGVJCPKUEWTTGPVN[RTQXKFGFD[2CTV#1516JKU
proposal would also strengthen incentives for
Medicare to make investments and improve
DGPGƒVFGUKIPUVJCVTGFWEGJGCNVJEQUVU(QT
example, combining or directly partnering Part
D plans with the Part AB program would create
incentives to provide improvements in drug
coverages that would reduce patients’ likelihood
of expensive hospitalizations down the road,
which allows for shared savings. Medigap
RNCPUYJKEJRTQXKFG/GFKECTGDGPGƒEKCTKGU
with supplemental coverage to assist with
out-of-pocket costs, would also be restricted
from covering parts of the new cost-sharing
structure where doing so is likely to result in
QXGTWVKNK\CVKQPKPENWFKPIƒTUVFQNNCTEQXGTCIGQH
deductibles and over 50 percent of coinsurance/
copayment rates.

But this benchmark is problematic because
Medicare spending per capita does not
necessarily reflect the costs that MA plans face,
and the government overpays these plans as a
TGUWNV9JKNGRGTDGPGƒEKCT[/#UWDUKFKGUCTG
about the same as traditional Medicare spending
RGTDGPGƒEKCT[URGPFKPIQP/#RCVKGPVUYCU
13 percent less than spending on traditional
Medicare patients in 2016, adjusted for health
risk factors.153, 1546JGIQXGTPOGPVUJQWNFPQV
subsidize Medicare Advantage plans any more
than the plans actually need to make covering
UGPKQTURTQƒVCDNG
PPI proposes to restructure the government’s
subsidy for Medicare to be based on a
competitive bidding process. Beginning in 2022,
CMS would pool the bids from MA plans in
each region, as well as the cost of covering a
DGPGƒEKCT[WPFGT/GFKECTG1PGCPFECNEWNCVGCP
average bid weighted by the number of enrollees
in each plan. Every plan, whether it be Medicare
1PGQT/GFKECTG#FXCPVCIGYQWNFTGEGKXGC
taxpayer subsidy for each enrollee equal to 84
percent of the average-bid benchmark (with
the appropriate risk and income adjustments).
Enrollees would then pay a premium equal to
the difference between the government subsidy
and the full premium value of the plan they’ve
selected.

15. Base Medicare Premium Subsidies on
Average Bids
Unlike private health insurance plans, premiums
don’t fully cover the cost of providing Medicare
coverage because Medicare plans receive
OCUUKXGVCZRC[GTUWDUKFKGU6JKUF[PCOKEKUC
critical part of the intergenerational compact:
young workers pay taxes now to reduce the
cost of health care when they are older. For
enrollees in traditional Medicare, the taxpayer
subsidy is equal to roughly 75 percent of
spending for Parts B and D (adjusted based on
CDGPGƒEKCT[ UKPEQOG CPFCNNQH2CTV# OKPWU
other cost sharing, as described in the previous
recommendation).1526CZRC[GTUWDUKFKGUHQT
Medicare Advantage plans are based on a

Ending the reduction in subsidies for plans
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taking sicker people out.157$W[KPDGPGƒEKCTKGU
would have access to the same Medicare
QRVKQPUCUCIGFQTFKUCDNGFDGPGƒEKCTKGU
KPENWFKPIDQVJ/GFKECTG1PGCPF/GFKECTG
#FXCPVCIGRNCPU6JGOCKPFKHHGTGPEGYQWNF
be premiums: while people currently eligible
for Medicare would have 80 percent of their
premiums subsidized by taxpayers, the buyin population would be charged premiums
necessary to cover the full cost of their coverage.
6JGQPN[UWDUKF[DW[KPDGPGƒEKCTKGUYQWNF
receive are those they would be eligible for
under the ACA to purchase private plans on
the exchanges.

that come in with bids below the benchmark
would better incentivize plans to pursue greater
GHƒEKGPE[KPOCPCIKPIECTGDGECWUGFQKPIUQ
would no longer reduce the plan administrator's
income.155$GPGƒEKCTKGUYQWNFDGRTQVGEVGFHTQO
plans seeking to wring out savings by cutting
DGPGƒVUDGECWUGVJGRCEMCIGQHDGPGƒVUQHHGTGF
by Medicare Advantage plans would be required
to have the same actuarial value as Medicare
1PGEQXGTCIG+PVJGCIITGICVGVJGOQXGD[
CNNRNCPUKPVJGU[UVGOVQKPETGCUGGHƒEKGPE[
and manage care better will bring down costs
throughout the system, thereby slowing the
growth of the benchmark over time. Consumers
YKNNCNUQDGKPEGPVKXK\GFVQEJQQUGGHƒEKGPVRNCPU
because those plans will have lower premiums,
meaning that the weighted average will favor
OQTGGHƒEKGPVRNCPUQXGTVKOG6JGUGHQTEGU
VQIGVJGTYKNNEQORQWPFKPVQUKIPKƒECPVUCXKPIU
for the Medicare program.156

CMS would also be directed to create a system
allowing buy-in enrollees to get their premium
tax credits in advance via monthly estimated
amounts, with subsequent reconciliation on
their annual tax returns. Medicare would thus
be authorized to use the “data hub” that ACA
exchanges and plans use when determining
advance tax credits. Medicare would also be the
secondary payer behind any employer coverage.
Although the Medicare buy-in population would
be older and sicker than the exchange population
overall, they would be healthier than the existing
RQQNQH/GFKECTGDGPGƒEKCTKGU#FFKVKQPCNN[
costs would be lower in Medicare because
Medicare reimbursement rates are lower than
those paid by private insurers.

6QECRVWTGOQTGƒUECNUCXKPIUHTQOVJKURQNKE[
and PPI’s other proposed Medicare reforms that
compound savings over time, we also propose to
gradually reduce the proportion of the averagebid benchmark covered by taxpayers by 0.16
percentage points per year until the subsidy rate
falls to 80 percent of program costs 25 years
later. Even with this provision, PPI estimates that
average Medicare premiums paid by enrollees in
future years will be up to 10 percent less than they
would be under current law, making our policies a
YKPHQTDQVJVCZRC[GTUCPFDGPGƒEKCTKGU

17. Reform Medicare Prescription Drug
Reimbursements and Out-of-Pocket Costs
#HVGTC/GFKECTG2CTV&DGPGƒEKCT[ŨUQWVQH
pocket spending reaches $5,100, the federal
government currently pays 80 percent of
“catastrophic costs” above this threshold, with
Part D plans paying 15 percent and enrollees
paying a 5 percent coinsurance.1586JGUVTWEVWTG
QHVJKU2CTV&DGPGƒVIKXGUFTWIOCPWHCEVWTGTU
a powerful incentive for extremely high prices

16. Create a Medicare Buy-In for People
Ages 55-64
People ages 55 or older but not otherwise
eligible for Medicare should be able to purchase
Medicare coverage directly. In the same way
automatic enrollment can reduce costs by
bringing healthy people into the private insurance
pool, a Medicare buy-in would reduce costs by
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VJGQXGTCNNEQUVQHVJGRCVKGPVŨUECTG6QDGVVGT
control costs, recent laws like the Affordable
Care Act and the Medicare Access and CHIP
Reauthorization Act of 2015 have tried to
advance health insurance arrangements that
pay providers based on the value of their care,
not the quantity.162

because enrollees are quickly pushed through
VJGGCTNKGTUVCIGUQHVJGKTDGPGƒVUKPVQVJG
heavily-subsidized catastrophic zone.159 But
even with a relatively low 5 percent coinsurance
rate, the patient costs for very expensive drugs
in the catastrophic zone can still be prohibitive,
reducing access and adherence to medication
schedules. At the same time, Part D plans don’t
have a powerful incentive to manage patient
costs after they’ve hit the catastrophic threshold
because they only absorb a relatively small 15
percent of the cost.

9GWTIGRQNKE[OCMGTUVQƒPFPGYYC[UVQ
encourage value-based care. For example,
Congress could clarify that anti-kickback laws,
which prevent drug manufacturers from paying
providers for prescribing their drugs, do not
prohibit doctors from receiving greater payments
from insurers for prescribing cheaper drugs
rather than more expensive ones. Additionally,
policymakers should ensure that Medicaid’s
requirement that drug manufacturers offer
Medicaid the lowest price available for a drug
do not deter manufacturers from entering into
value-based arrangements that offer discounts
based on the drug’s success.

PPI proposes to introduce an out-of-pocket
maximum of approximately $3,000 for patients,
above which their coinsurance would be zero,
and reduce the federal government’s share of
spending on drugs in the catastrophic zone from
80 percent to 20 percent. Drug plans would likely
raise premiums to cover these higher costs,
but patients would not necessarily be on the
hook: Medicare would use some of the savings
from this proposal to increase the per-enrollee
payment it makes to private health plans so
VJG[ECPEQXGTVJGTGFKUVTKDWVGFEQUVU1XGT
time, Medicare’s Payment Advisory Commission
(MedPAC) believes this approach would be much
OQTGGHƒEKGPVETGCVKPIUCXKPIUHQTDQVJ2CTV&
plans and the rest of Medicare.160 Reduced prices
resulting from this policy will hopefully spill over
into the private sector as well.

19. Expand Medicare Site-Neutral Payments
Medicare currently pays more for some clinical
visits that are performed in hospital outpatient
settings than it does for the same service
YJGPRGTHQTOGFKPCRJ[UKEKCPŨUQHƒEG6JGTG
is no good reason for taxpayers to pay more
for the same service just because of where
it is delivered. PPI proposes to equalize the
reimbursement for these services by enacting
four policies outlined in the President’s FY 2020
budget proposal:

18. Promote Value-Based Care
A 2016 analysis found that physicians were
paid through fee-for-service arrangements,
YJKEJRC[UVJGJGCNVJECTGRTQXKFGTCƒZGF
price for each service they perform, for nearly
95 percent of all doctor visits.161 Fee-for-service
gives providers more money if they provide
more services, which incentivizes providers to
provide “care” that the patient may not actually
need and gives the provider no reason to control

• pay the same amount for rehabilitative care
and ongoing treatment for chronic illnesses
regardless of whether the care occurs at a
JQURKVCNCJQURKEGEGPVGTQTCP[YJGTGGNUG
• pay off-campus hospital-owned physician
QHƒEGUVJGUCOGCOQWPVCUCP[QVJGT
RJ[UKEKCPQHƒEGHQTCIKXGPUGTXKEG
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• RC[JQURKVCNUCPFRJ[UKEKCPQHƒEGUVJGUCOG
amount for certain services that do not
TGSWKTGURGEKCNK\GFKPJQURKVCNVTGCVOGPVCPF

funding covers things like the additional tests
and time the hospital must take up to provide
residencies.165 MedPAC has consistently found
that the formula for IME payments overstates
the actual indirect cost to teaching hospitals
of hosting residents. PPI thus proposes
cutting IME spending by as much as President
1DCOCRTQRQUGFFQKPIKPJKU(;DWFIGV
Additionally, we support reforming GME to ensure
that the outcome standards residency programs
are held to accomplish the program’s goal of
training medical students to provide high-quality
health care. If revising these standards saves
money, Medicare should use the savings to
expand the number of residency slots to meet the
rising medical demands of our aging society.166

• create a fair and consistent set of criteria
under which long-term care hospitals
can receive larger reimbursements than
RJ[UKEKCPQHƒEGU163
20. Rebase Medicare Payment Rates on
2019 Levels
6JG$%#VTKIIGTGFCRGTEGPVTGFWEVKQPKP
reimbursement rates to providers, Part D
plans, and Medicare Advantage for 10 years
when the super-committee failed to agree on
CEQORTGJGPUKXGFGƒEKVTGFWEVKQPRNCP5KPEG
then, Congress extended this spending cut
several times as an offset for other policies with
ƒUECNEQUVU164 It’s clear this cut is here to stay,
but current-law projections nevertheless show
it expiring after 2027 (which is why extending
the cut one or two years at a time has become
a go-to budget gimmick for Congress). PPI
proposes to make the change permanent by
rebasing Medicare reimbursement rates on
current levels. Controlling the growth of Medicare
reimbursement rates under the PPI plan would
reverberate throughout the private sector as well
thanks to our default-price health care regime.
We also believe the improvements in care and
GHƒEKGPE[TGUWNVKPIHTQOQWTRTQRQUGFRCEMCIG
of reforms will enable future policymakers to
slow the annual growth of reimbursement rates
by an additional one third of one percentage
point beginning ten years after enactment.
21. Reform GME and IME Payments
Medicare compensates teaching hospitals for
both the direct and indirect costs of medical
education. While Graduate Medical Education
(GME) funding directly supports residents’
salaries, Indirect Medical Education (IME)
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IV. STRENGTHEN SOCIAL SECURITY’S
INTERGENERATIONAL COMPACT

DGPGƒVUHQTGCEJDGPGƒEKCT[YKNNDGLWUVVQKP
2035, compared to 3.4 to 1 in 2000.169
Without reform, the Social Security trustees
project the programs’ trust funds will be depleted
by 2035. At that point, the program will only be
CDNGVQRC[QWVDGPGƒVUGSWCNVQKVUKPEQOKPI
TGXGPWGUTGUWNVKPIKPCPCETQUUVJGDQCTFDGPGƒV
cut of 20 percent (Fig. 13).1706JGRTQURGEVQH
UWEJCUVGGRCPFUWFFGPDGPGƒVEWVOCMGUKV
FKHƒEWNVHQTEWTTGPVYQTMGTUVQRNCPHQTTGVKTGOGPV
and risks throwing many vulnerable seniors
who are already retired today into poverty.171
Some have proposed resolving Social Security’s
ƒPCPEKCNEJCNNGPIGUUKORN[D[TCKUKPIVCZGUQP
current workers, but doing so would place an
undue tax burden on young Americans, who
HCEGOCP[ƒPCPEKCNEJCNNGPIGUVJCVVJGKTGNFGTU
did not. Social Security is an intergenerational
compact and it must be updated for 21st-century
demographics in a way that is fair to both
[QWPIGTYQTMGTUCPFQNFGTDGPGƒEKCTKGU

Social Security is the largest program in the
federal budget and consists of two components:
1NF#IGCPF5WTXKXQTU+PUWTCPEG 1#5+ CPF
&KUCDKNKV[+PUWTCPEG &+ 1#5+RTQXKFGUOQPVJN[
KPEQOGVQQNFCIGDGPGƒEKCTKGUYJQYQTMGFKP
jobs covered by Social Security for 10 years or
longer, as well as their spouses and children
WPFGTVJGCIGQH+P1#5+RCKF
DKNNKQPKPDGPGƒVUVQOKNNKQPDGPGƒEKCTKGU
YJKNG&+RCKFDKNNKQPKPDGPGƒVUVQOKNNKQP
DGPGƒEKCTKGU167 Social Security was designed
VQDGCPūGCTPGFDGPGƒVŬRTQITCOYKVJVJG
idea being that dedicated payroll taxes serve
as a worker’s contribution into Social Security
and establish a link between contributions and
DGPGƒVU$WVKPTGCNKV[VJGRC[TQNNVCZGURCKFD[
the current generation of workers and retirees
JCXGPQVDGGPGPQWIJVQRC[HQTVJGDGPGƒVU
they’ve supposedly earned.

22+ŨURTQRQUCNUYQWNFRTGXGPVCUWFFGPDGPGƒV
cut from occurring through a package of
gradually phased-in reforms that would improve
retirement security for millions of seniors and
strengthen Social Security’s standing as an
GCTPGFDGPGƒVRTQITCO#OGTKECPUECPFGRGPF
on. In addition to shoring up Social Security’s
ƒPCPEGUVJGUGTGHQTOUYQWNFUVTGPIVJGPVJG
RTQITCOD[KPETGCUKPIDGPGƒVUHQTVJQUGOQUV
at risk of falling into poverty in old age, such as
low-income workers, widow(er)s, and people
with above-average lifespans who are likely to
outlive their savings. We also restructure the
program to address inequities in the current
DGPGƒVUVTWEVWTGKPENWFKPIRTQXKUKQPUVJCVETGCVG
unfair gender disparities or penalize work at a
time when policymakers should be encouraging
more of it.

In years where payroll tax revenue exceeded
Social Security payments, as it did from 1984
VQVJG6TGCUWT[&GRCTVOGPVETGFKVGFVJG
programs’ “trust funds” with the balance and
WUGFKVVQƒPCPEGIGPGTCNIQXGTPOGPVFGƒEKVU
in lieu of borrowing from the private sector.
6JG6TGCUWT[CNUQETGFKVGFVTWUVHWPFUYKVJ
interest on their remaining balance each year,
even though their “assets” generate no real
return for the government.168 Since 2010, the
6TGCUWT[&GRCTVOGPVJCUDGGPFTCYKPIWRQP
this established credit to make up the shortfall
between Social Security spending and dedicated
TGXGPWGUQWTEGUYKVJIGPGTCNTGXGPWGU6JGICR
will grow worse in the coming years as America’s
population ages: the Social Security Administration
(SSA) projects that the ratio of workers paying the
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FIGURE 13. SOCIAL SECURITY SPENDING
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1RWH&KDUWGHSLFWVSURMHFWLRQVXVLQJWKHDVVXPSWLRQVRI6RFLDO6HFXULW\̸VWUXVWHHVZKLFKGLIIHUIURPWKRVHRIWKH&RQJUHVVLRQDO%XGJHW2IͧFH
&%2̸VDVVXPSWLRQVZHUHXVHGIRUVFRULQJ33,̸V6RFLDO6HFXULW\SURSRVDOVWRHQVXUHFRQIRUPLW\ZLWKWKHVFRULQJRIRWKHUSROLFLHVWKURXJKRXWWKLV
report.
6RXUFHV6RFLDO6HFXULW\7UXVWHHV5HSRUW172 and PPI calculations

&DOFXODWH%HQH̨WV%DVHGRQ<HDUV:RUNHG
Instead of Lifetime Earnings

pre-retirement income for lower-earners than
higher-earners, but it nevertheless awards higher
DGPGƒVUVQVJQUGYJQPGGFVJGONGCUV

5QEKCN5GEWTKV[DGPGƒVUCTGEWTTGPVN[ECNEWNCVGF
based on the average of an individual’s 35
highest-earning years (adjusted for wage
ITQYVJ 6JGOQPVJN[DGPGƒVHQTUQOGQPGYJQ
ENCKOUDGPGƒVUCVVJGPQTOCNTGVKTGOGPVCIGKP
KUGSWCNVQRGTEGPVQHVJGƒTUVKP
average monthly earnings, plus 32 percent of
those earnings between $926 and $5,583, and
15 percent of those earnings above $5,583.173
6JGU[UVGOKUUQOGYJCVRTQITGUUKXGDGECWUG
Social Security replaces a higher proportion of

Another problem with the current formula is that
it provides poor incentives to remain in the labor
HQTEG$GECWUGDGPGƒVUCTGQPN[DCUGFQPCP
individual’s 35 highest-earning years, additional
YQTM[GCTUQPN[KPETGCUGDGPGƒVUKHGCTPKPIUKP
those additional years are higher than in previous
ones. Because most long-career workers will
have already maximized their lifetime earnings
in the high-replacement rate brackets, there is
a low return to additional work.174 6JGUGDTQMGP
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6JGOQPVJN[DGPGƒVCYCTFGFHQTGCEJYQTM
credit would depend on how many years a
DGPGƒEKCT[JCURTGXKQWUN[YQTMGF6JGƒTUV
years would be awarded at the “Basic Credit”
level, which we estimate should be set at
approximately $60 in 2019 dollars for someone
TGVKTKPICVVJGOCZKOWODGPGƒVUCIG EWTTGPVN[
age 70). Years 31-50 would be awarded
“Standard Credits,” which would be equal to 80
percent of the Basic Credit. After accumulating
50 years of work credits, additional “Bonus
Credits” would continue to be awarded at 25
percent of the Basic Credit level (Fig. 14).

incentives result in diminished savings, a smaller
workforce, and increased government spending
QPTGVKTGGUYJQFQPŨVPGGFKV6JGCXGTCIG
YQOCPŨU5QEKCN5GEWTKV[DGPGƒVKUCNUQQXGT
RGTEGPVNQYGTVJCPVJGCXGTCIGOCPŨUDGPGƒV
resulting in women having a lower standard
of living in retirement than men.175, 1766JKU
discrepancy stems from the fact that women’s
average annual earnings are only about 85 percent
of what the average man earns, and because
women take more time out of the workforce to
serve as caregivers than men do.177, 178
PPI proposes to replace the current system with
CūYQTMETGFKVŬDGPGƒVUVTWEVWTG$GPGƒEKCTKGU
YQWNFTGEGKXGCOQPVJN[DGPGƒVDCUGFQPJQY
many years they worked rather than how much
VJG[GCTPGF6QSWCNKH[HQTCYQTMETGFKVC
DGPGƒEKCT[OWUVJCXGGCTPGFVJGGSWKXCNGPVQH
40 hours per week working at minimum wage for
52 weeks. Workers who do not earn enough for
a full work credit can earn a proportional partial
credit rounded to the nearest tenth. For example,
if someone earned the equivalent of 12 hours per
week working at minimum wage for 52 weeks in
a given year, they would be awarded 0.3 credits
HQTVJCV[GCT6JGVJTGUJQNFHQTGCTPKPIYQTM
credits would be tied to the federal minimum
wage, while the value of the credit in retirement
for each cohort would be indexed to average
wage growth.
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FIGURE 14. PPI’S PROPOSED WORK-CREDIT BENEFIT STRUCTURE

CREDIT LEVEL
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$60.00
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1RWH)LJXUHVDUHLQZDJHLQGH[HGGROODUVDQGDVVXPH6RFLDO6HFXULW\LVFODLPHGDWWKHPD[LPXPEHQHͧWVDJH

PPI also proposes to allow caregivers to receive
WRVQƒXG[GCTUQHYQTMETGFKVHQTVJGRWTRQUGU
QHDGPGƒVECNEWNCVKQP9JKNGYQTMGTURC[HQT
Social Security with the taxes on their earnings,
parents contribute to the program’s long-term
sustainability by providing the economy with
future workers. It makes little sense not to
RTQXKFGDGPGƒVUKPTGVWTPHQTVJKUEQPVTKDWVKQP
Caregiver credits can be awarded on a partial
DCUKUUQRCTVVKOGECTGIKXGTUECPDGPGƒVHTQO
the credit for more than 5 individual years.
For example, if a part-time caregiver would be
eligible to receive only a half credit based on their
earnings, they would actually be awarded one full
ETGFKVHQTVJCV[GCT6JGECTGIKXGTETGFKVYQWNF
EQPVKPWGVQDGPGƒVVJKUECTGIKXGTHQT[GCTUQH
this arrangement instead of 5 because they are
only claiming half a caregiver credit in each year.

$CUKPIDGPGƒVUQPYQTMKPUVGCFQHKPEQOG
would make the system more progressive by
ensuring a low-skilled worker and their collegeGFWECVGFDQUUTGEGKXGVJGUCOGDGPGƒVKP
retirement if they work for the same number
of years despite the fact that the former had
OWEJNQYGTNKHGVKOGGCTPKPIU6JKUUVTWEVWTGYKNN
EWVEQUVUD[TGFWEKPIDGPGƒVUVQTGVKTGGUYJQ
have earned high incomes over their lifetime,
while alleviating poverty among lower-income
TGVKTGGU1HHGTKPIJKIJGTDGPGƒVETGFKVUHQTVJG
ƒTUV[GCTUCNUQRTQXKFGUCFFKVKQPCNUWRRQTV
to low-income workers, who generally work
shorter-than-average careers.179 Additionally,
the new system incentivizes Americans to work
longer to accumulate more work credits and
TGEGKXGJKIJGTDGPGƒVU6QGPEQWTCIGūRCTVKCN
retirements” that have a myriad of social and
JGCNVJDGPGƒVU#OGTKECPUECPEQPVKPWGVQ
earn work credits after claiming Social Security.
Partial retirement helps keep older workers, who
VGPFVQDGYGNNSWCNKƒGFCPFRTQFWEVKXGKPVJG
labor force for longer and smooths the harsh
transition individuals face when they move from
full time work to retirement.180

6JGVTCPUKVKQPVQCYQTMCPFECTGIKXGTETGFKV
HQTOWNCYQWNFUNKIJVN[TGFWEGCXGTCIGDGPGƒVU
DGECWUGVJGCIITGICVGDGPGƒVTGFWEVKQPUHQT
high earners and short-career workers would
GZEGGFVJGCIITGICVGDGPGƒVKPETGCUGUHQT
low earners and long-career workers (Fig. 15).
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*QYGXGTDGPGƒVUEQWNFCEVWCNN[KPETGCUGHQT
workers with median earnings and years spent
working or caregiving. By PPI’s estimates, the
median male worker in 2019 could see his
DGPGƒVUKPETGCUGFD[TQWIJN[RGTEGPVTGNCVKXG
VQVJGEWTTGPVDGPGƒVUEJGFWNGCPFRGTEGPV

TGNCVKXGVQYJCVDGPGƒVUYQWNFDGRC[CDNGCHVGT
VJGVTWUVHWPFUCTGGZJCWUVGF6JGOGFKCP
HGOCNGYQTMGTYQWNFUGGCPGXGPITGCVGTDGPGƒV
increase: 12 percent relative to scheduled
DGPGƒVUCPFRGTEGPVTGNCVKXGVQRC[CDNG

FIGURE 15. BENEFITS FOR HYPOTHETICAL WORKERS
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years, after which it would increase at the same
PPI’s plan would also ensure that the minimum
those claimed in between, would be actuarially
Americans regardless of when they retire.

the new formula would increase by 10 percent
per year until it reached 100 percent in 2032.

Although Americans are living longer overall, life
expectancy gains have not been evenly shared.
For example, for men born in 1930, the gap
in life expectancy at age 50 between the top
20 percent of the income distribution and the
bottom 20 percent of the income distribution
was 5.1 years, while for men born in 1960 this
gap rises to 12.7 years.185 Additionally, low
earners work long careers in thankless jobs

23. Adjust the Retirement Age to Improve
Simplicity and Equity

chooses to begin claiming them. Someone who
which will be 67 for anyone born after 1955,

towards the end of their working life. To enable
these workers to enjoy a secure retirement, PPI
182,183

beginning at age 62 so long as:
•

challenges is rising life expectancy. Since
Social Security was created in 1935, the life
expectancies of a 65-year-old man and woman
have both increased by nearly half and are
projected to continue growing further.184 The
result is that retired Americans are collecting

100 percent or more of their pre-retirement
earnings (measured as an average of their
last 10 years of earnings); and
•
the one that currently exists for Supplemental
Security Income (SSI).186

Security’s creators initially envisioned.

For example, someone who earned the minimum
wage their entire lives would be able to claim
Social Security after 35 years, because at that
point their average annual beneﬁt would

To address this problem, PPI’s plan eliminates
the unnecessary normal retirement age for new
retirees and indexes the minimum and maximum

be greater than the amount they would earn
working 40 hours for 52 weeks at the minimum
wage. The same would be true for someone who
earned a high wage for 30 years but then could

by one month every two years. The early
retirement age would increase by two months
in 2023 and every year after until such time that

wage for several years after that. Individuals
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who earn wages above the median in their 50s
and early 60s, however, would not be able to

who retired under the current system with high
lifetime incomes from receiving higher COLAs
than the vast majority of Americans who retire
under the new system.

because the average of their minimum and
maximum beneﬁts would not replace 100 percent
of their current income.

The biggest concern about switching to
chained-CPI COLAs is that savings from the

PPI’s adjustments to the early retirement age

lifetime incomes or from retiring early when they
can continue to have productive working lives.
At the same time, our plan would strengthen the
safety net for those most in need. It would also
allow earlier retirements for long-career workers

lifespans (who are also more likely to outlive their
savings).190 We propose to negate this problem
by re-indexing COLAs to average wage growth,
which grew 0.7 percentage points more quickly
than the chained CPI from 2009 to 2018, after
an individual has been eligible for Social Security
191,192
The age at which the

24. Change Cost-of-Living Adjustments

increase along with the retirement ages, while
the boost for DI would always be 15 years after

account for rising prices. Currently, these costof-living adjustments (COLAs) are calculated
based on the Consumer Price Index for Urban
Wage Earners and Clerical Workers (CPI-W).
Many economists, however, believe the more
appropriate measure of inflation is a measure
called “chained CPI.” Unlike CPI-W, the chained
CPI takes the substitution effect of price
increases into account.187 When the price of one
good goes up, consumers will substitute towards
purchasing other goods whose prices remain the
same, lowering the impact of the price increase
on overall cost of living. Chained CPI grew about
one quarter of one percentage point more slowly
than did CPI-W from 2009 to 2018.188,189

enhanced COLA bump-up would take effect
system will have been eligible for Social Security
for 15 years. Unlike the standard COLA, there
would be no cap on the boosted COLA.

the current formula, a surviving spouse gets
the larger of the couple’s two Social Security
193
This structure presents a huge
problem for couples with comparable lifetime
half upon the death of the spouse even though
household consumption doesn’t fall by an equal
amount. PPI proposes to allow the surviving
spouse to keep 75 percent of the couple’s Social

We propose re-indexing COLAs to this chained
CPI beginning in 2022. We would also impose
a dollar-value cap on COLAs that is equal to the
credits could receive under the new formula.
This measure will cut costs – particularly for the

roughly 10 percent to ensure that the average
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27. Improve Disability Insurance
5QEKCN5GEWTKV[&+DGPGƒVUCTGDCUGFQPVJG
UCOGHQTOWNCWUGFVQECNEWNCVG1#5+DGPGƒVU
so the program will require some changes to
EQPHQTOYKVJVJGYQTMETGFKVDGPGƒVHQTOWNC
22+RTQRQUGUWUKPIHQT1#5+197 Some policies
in this package will also likely increase demand
HQT&+DGPGƒVU#NVJQWIJVJKURNCPRTQXKFGUCP
exemption to our proposed increase in the early
retirement age for low-income workers, not
every worker in physically demanding jobs will
qualify, meaning some older workers will claim
&+DGPGƒVUYJGPVJG[YQWNFJCXGQVJGTYKUG
ENCKOGF1#5+DGPGƒVU6QCFFTGUUVJGUGKUUWGU
PPI would reroute some savings from other
provisions to increase DI funding. We also
recommend that policymakers use some of this
funding to address structural problems with DI
VJCVFKUEQWTCIGDGPGƒEKCTKGUHTQOUGGMKPI
work, such as a “cash cliff” that suddenly cuts
DGPGƒVUVQ\GTQKHCDGPGƒEKCT[GCTPUCDQXGC
certain threshold.198

EQWRNGTGEGKXGUVJGUCOGNKHGVKOGDGPGƒVUWPFGT
VJGPGYUWTXKXQTUDGPGƒVCUKVYQWNFWPFGTVJG
EWTTGPVQPG6JGUGEJCPIGUCTGRCTVKEWNCTN[
important because widow(er)s have far higher
poverty rates among the elderly than do married
couples (who have the lowest).194 It also further
strengthens retirement security for women, who
are more likely to outlive their spouses than are
OGP6JGTGHQTOUVQUWTXKXQTDGPGƒVUYQWNFQPN[
CRRN[VQVJGFGRGPFGPVUQHDGPGƒEKCTKGUVWTPKPI
age 62 in 2023 or later.
5HGXFH6SRXVDO%HQH̨WV
.QYGTGCTPKPIURQWUGUTGEGKXGDGPGƒVUVJCV
are at least equal to half those of the main
DTGCFYKPPGT6JKUURQWUCNDGPGƒVYCUETGCVGF
for an era in which fewer women worked, but
the role of women in the workplace has changed
dramatically over the past decades: the share
of adult women who work has grown by more
than two thirds since 1950.195 With women now
having far more employment opportunities
than they did when Social Security was created,
far more couples are two-earner households.
6JGEWTTGPVURQWUCNDGPGƒVPQYFKUEQWTCIGU
work by providing a windfall to single-earning
couples, especially those with higher incomes.196
6JGUGJKIJKPEQOGEQWRNGUCTGOQUVNKMGN[VQ
DGPGƒVHTQOVJGURQWUCNDGPGƒVKPVJGƒTUVRNCEG
because they can afford to have only one earner.
7PFGT22+ŨURTQRQUCNURQWUCNDGPGƒVUENCKOGF
at the maximum retirement age would be capped
at $1,000 per month in 2023 (with actuarial
reductions for those who claim earlier) and would
be means-tested based on assets and income
to reduce unnecessary subsidies to the wealthy.
6JKUECRYQWNFITQYYKVJEJCKPGF%2+KPUVGCFQH
the average wage index after implementation. As
YKVJUWTXKXQTUDGPGƒVUVJGTGHQTOUVQURQWUCN
DGPGƒVUYQWNFCRRN[VQDGPGƒEKCTKGUVWTPKPICIG
62 in 2023 or later.

28. Increase Taxes on High-Income Social
6HFXULW\%HQH̨WV
Most proposed reforms to Social Security don’t
OCMGEJCPIGUVQDGPGƒVUHQTRGQRNGEWTTGPVN[
EQNNGEVKPIHTQOVJGRTQITCO6JKURTKPEKRNG
is important for preventing the disruption of
TGVKTGOGPVUGEWTKV[HQTRGQRNGNKXKPIQPƒZGF
income, but it also prevents older generations
from contributing their fair share to Social
Security solutions. But through taxation of
DGPGƒVURQNKE[OCMGTUECPYTKPIQWVUQOG
contribution from wealthy retirees without
hurting the most vulnerable. Under current law,
individuals for whom the combination of their
adjusted gross income, non-taxable interest
KPEQOGCPFJCNHQHVJGKT5QEKCN5GEWTKV[DGPGƒVU
totals more than $25,000 must pay taxes on up
VQRGTEGPV5QEKCN5GEWTKV[DGPGƒVU199
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22+RTQRQUGUVQOCMGDGPGƒVURGTEGPV
taxable for individuals with higher combined
incomes (Fig. 16).

FIGURE 16. TAXATION OF SOCIAL SECURITY BENEFITS

PERCENT OF SOCIAL SECURITY
BENEFITS SUBJECT TO INCOME TAX

CURRENT LAW

PPI PROPOSAL

IF BENEFICIARY HAS INCOME ABOVE…
INDIVIDUALS

COUPLES

0%

$0

$0

50%

$25,000

$32,000

85%

$40,000

$44,000

100%

$45,000

$58,000
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V. TRANSFORM THE TAX CODE TO REWARD WORK
OVER WEALTH

115th Congress instead chose to slash federal
revenues to the lowest level they’ve been during
an economic expansion since the 1950s.200
Although some individual provisions had merit,
the net effect of the legislation was a massive
giveaway to the wealthy at the expense of
workers and future generations who will have to
DGCTVJGDWTFGPQHVJGFGDVWUGFVQƒPCPEGKV201
After taking into account the impact of this debt
ƒPCPEKPIVJGPGVGEQPQOKEKORCEVQHVJGNCYKU
expected to effectively be a net tax increase on
the middle class (Fig. 17).202

6JGIQCNQHVCZTGHQTOUJQWNFDGVQTCKUG
adequate revenue for government services in
VJGOQUVGHƒEKGPVCPFGSWKVCDNGYC[RQUUKDNG
1PVJGUGOGCUWTGUVJG4GRWDNKECPūVCZTGHQTOŬ
law of 2017 was a near-total disaster. At a time
when federal government needs more revenue
to support our aging population and public
investments in America’s future prosperity,
&QPCNF6TWORCPFJKU4GRWDNKECPCNNKGUKPVJG

FIGURE 17. NET IMPACT OF DEFICIT-FINANCED TRUMP TAX CUTS
12%

10%

CHANGE IN AVERAGE FEDERAL TAX RATE

8%

6%

4%

2%

0%

-2%

-4%
Bottom Quintile

Second Quintile

Middle Quintile

Fourth Quintile

Top Quintile
(Minus the Top 1%)

Top 1%

HOUSEHOLDS BY CASH INCOME QUINTILE
1RWH,PSDFWRIGHͧFLWͧQDQFLQJDVVXPHVWD[FXWVZRXOGEHSDLGIRUZLWKHTXDOSHUKRXVHKROGLQFUHDVHVLQWD[HVRUUHGXFWLRQVLQEHQHͧWV
Source: Tax Policy Center
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29. Repeal the Payroll Tax
6JGRC[TQNNVCZKUCJKIJN[TGITGUUKXGVCZQP
workers’ wages. It imposes a flat rate of over
15 percent on most wages, but less than 4
percent on earnings above $132,900. Because
of the lower marginal rate for earnings above
that threshold, lower- and middle-earners pay
far higher effective payroll-tax rates than highearners do.2086JGRC[TQNNǡVCZCNUQUWRRTGUUGU
wages because although employers nominally
pay half of all payroll taxes, employers pass most
of the impact of employment taxes along to their
workers in the form of lower wages (and selfemployed workers are required to pay the entire
tax themselves).209, 210

6JGVCZDKNNCNUQKPETGCUGFTCVJGTVJCP
reduced, complexity. Each year, the federal
government loses roughly $1.5 trillion to tax
expenditures, which are provisions in the tax
code that reduce the tax liability of taxpayers
who engage in certain preferred behaviors
(such as buying a home).2046CZGZRGPFKVWTGU
are effectively spending in the tax code and are
a major reason why Americans spend over 8
billion hours and up to $400 billion each year
on tax compliance.205, 206 Real tax reform would
streamlined the tax code by curtailing these tax
expenditures, but today there are actually now
ƒXGOQTGVCZGZRGPFKVWTGUKPNCYVJCPVJGTG
were in 2017.207 Republicans also increased
uncertainty and created further complexity by
setting major provisions to arbitrarily expire in
2025. Doing so reduced the bill’s sticker price
and eased its passage through Congress,
but also means that the tax bill is even more
GZRGPUKXGVJCPKVCRRGCTUKPQHƒEKCNUEQTGU

9JGPVJGRC[TQNNVCZYCUƒTUVKORQUGFKP
1937, it was set at a rate of just 2 percent on
VJGƒTUVQHKPEQOG KP
dollars).211, 212, 213 But as Social Security and
Medicare have expanded over the years, the tax
has become an enormous burden on workers:
VJG,QKPV%QOOKVVGGQP6CZCVKQP ,%6 GZRGEVU
that it will account for the vast majority of net
revenues raised from workers who earn less than
$75,000 this year.214

22+RTQRQUGUVQTGRGCNCPFTGRNCEGVJG6TWOR
VCZEWVUYKVJTGCNVCZTGHQTO6JKUOGCPU
TGXGTUKPIJKUƒUECNN[KTTGURQPUKDNGIKXGCYC[U
to the wealthy while expanding and making
permanent provisions in the law that improve the
international competitiveness of our tax code
and incentivize investment. Accordingly, PPI’s
budget would slash taxes on earnings from labor
while increasing them on unearned sources of
KPEQOGHQTVJGYGCNVJ[9GCNUQRTQRQUGURGEKƒE
policies to rein in the biggest tax expenditures
and encourage policymakers to reduce or
eliminate as many of the several dozen other
wasteful and distortionary provisions in our tax
EQFGCURQUUKDNG6JGUGTGHQTOUYQWNFTGUWNVKP
a simpler, fairer, and more pro-growth tax system
that raises adequate revenue for the needs of an
aging society.

6JGVCZUGTXGFCPKORQTVCPVRQNKVKECNRWTRQUG
by establishing that Social Security (and later
/GFKECTG YGTGGCTPGFDGPGƒVRTQITCOUD[
creating a link between a worker’s lifetime
EQPVTKDWVKQPUCPFVJGDGPGƒVUVJG[FTGYWRQP
in retirement.215 But the link between program
EQPVTKDWVKQPUCPFDGPGƒVUJCUDGEQOG
increasingly tenuous, as reflected by the fact
VJCVFGFKECVGFTGXGPWGUCTGKPUWHƒEKGPVVQHWPF
RTQOKUGFDGPGƒVU/CP[RQRWNCTRTQRQUCNUVQ
shore up the programs would either further strain
VJGNKPMDGVYGGPEQPVTKDWVKQPUCPFDGPGƒVUQT
impose an even greater burden on workers.
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programs while they remain unsustainable
through general revenue transfers – doing so
would result in these programs drawing even
more resources away from other important
public investments.

Now that Social Security is already dependent
on general revenues to pay its bills, there is no
point in retaining a regressive and anti-growth
tax when it can’t even serve the purpose for
YJKEJKVYCUETGCVGF22+ŨUYQTMETGFKVDGPGƒV
structure cements a stronger link between work
CPFDGPGƒVUGCTPGFYKVJQWVVJGPGGFVQTGN[QP
CPQWVFCVGFCPFKPGHƒEKGPVHWPFKPIOGEJCPKUO
Medicare, meanwhile, already receives most of
KVUTGXGPWGHTQOUQWTEGUDGUKFGUǡRC[TQNNǡVCZGU
and premiums, yet remains politically
RQRWNCT6JGUGTGCNKVKGUTGPFGTVJGRC[TQNNVCZ
WPPGEGUUCT[CUCƒPCPEKPIOGEJCPKUO

30. Adopt a Dynamic Value-Added Tax (VAT)
Many developed countries, including Canada
and all of those in the European Union, raise
revenues through a consumption tax collected
incrementally at each step in a product’s supply
EJCKPMPQYPCUCXCNWGCFFGFVCZ 8#6 
2TQFWEGTURC[C8#6QPVJGKTVQVCNUCNGUDWVVJG[
can deduct the tax that was paid on the supplies
VJG[DQWIJVVQETGCVGVJGKTRTQFWEV6JWUGCEJ
DWUKPGUUKPCUWRRN[EJCKPQPN[RC[UVJG8#6QP
the value that it adds to the products it sells.216
6JG8#6KUWNVKOCVGN[RCKFGPVKTGN[D[VJGƒPCN
purchaser of the good, the consumer.

Accordingly, PPI proposes to phase out both the
Social Security and Medicare payroll tax over
ƒXG[GCTU2QNKE[OCMGTUYQWNFJCXGCPWODGT
QHQRVKQPUCXCKNCDNGHQTƒPCPEKPI5QEKCN5GEWTKV[
without relying on payroll taxes. Congress
could retain the use of trust fund accounting
by earmarking a new revenue source to replace
the lost payroll tax revenue. Alternatively,
policymakers could replace the trust fund
with a global budget that lets them dictate
program spending instead of relying on payroll
tax revenue to determine what resources are
CXCKNCDNGVQRC[DGPGƒVU#UNQPICUVJGRTQITCO
UVC[UQPCUWUVCKPCDNGƒUECNVTCLGEVQT[VJG
existence of this separate budget would remove
Social Security from the annual budget process
and protect it from cuts just as the trust fund
currently does.

Economists prefer consumption taxes over
income taxes because consumption taxes
encourage people to build wealth and reward
consumers for saving money rather than
spending it, which makes money available to
KPXGUVKPITQYKPIVJGGEQPQO[(WTVJGT8#6U
are self-enforcing because businesses deduct
VJG8#6VJCVYCUCNTGCF[RCKFQPVJGKTUWRRNKGU
meaning they pay more if they buy from
UWRRNKGTUVJCVFKFPQVRC[VJG8#6VJGOUGNXGU217
22+RTQRQUGUVQRJCUGKPCRGTEGPV8#6QXGT
ƒXG[GCTUQPURGPFKPIQPCNNIQQFUCPFUGTXKEGU
except for education, government health-care
programs, charitable services, and services
provided by state and local governments.218
6JG8#6YQWNFDGOQTGRTQITGUUKXGVJCPVJG
payroll tax it replaces because there is no
ūVCZCDNGOCZKOWOŬQPC8#6VJCVUNCUJGUVJG
TCVGHQTJKIJGCTPGTU#8#6KUCNUQPGWVTCNVQ
the treatment of capital and labor, which means
employers will be making hiring and investment

6JGQRVKQPUCXCKNCDNGVQRQNKE[OCMGTUHQT
Medicare are the same as they are for Social
Security. Importantly, PPI’s proposal to transition
Medicare Parts A, B, and D into a consolidated
/GFKECTG1PGDGPGƒVYQWNFTGUWNVKPVJGETGCVKQP
QHQPGWPKƒGF/GFKECTGINQDCNDWFIGVQTVTWUV
HWPF6JGQPGVJKPIRQNKVKEKCPUUJQWNFPQVFQ
is provide an open-ended subsidy for these
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FGEKUKQPUDCUGFQPGEQPQOKEDGPGƒVUTCVJGT
than favorable tax treatment.

6JG.96%JQYGXGTYQWNFRTQXKFGHCTITGCVGT
DGPGƒVUVJCVUVTGVEJHWTVJGTWRVJGKPEQOG
distribution, particularly to childless adults who
are currently the only group pushed into poverty
by the American tax code (Fig. 18).221 While the
'+6%KUQPN[CXCKNCDNGVQYQTMGTUWRVQCIG
YQTMGTUWRVQCIGEQWNFTGEGKXGVJG.96%
as a means to encourage older Americans to
remain in the workforce and delay claiming
5QEKCN5GEWTKV[DGPGƒVU6JG.96%YQWNF
CNUQIKXGOQTGIGPGTQWUDGPGƒVUVQEJKNFNGUU
KPFKXKFWCNUCPFCHNCVDGPGƒVVQRGQRNGYKVJPQ
GCTPKPIU6JKUDCUGDGPGƒVYKNNHWPEVKQPCUC8#6
and carbon tax rebate for non-earners.

We also propose a unique component to our
8#6VJCVOCMGUKVCUVTQPICWVQOCVKEUVCDKNK\GT
#NVJQWIJVJGUVCPFCTF8#6TCVGYQWNFDGUGVCV
15 percent, this rate would adjust automatically
to the state of the economy, much in the
same way that emergency unemployment
KPUWTCPEGDGPGƒVUCTGVTKIIGTGFD[CTKUGKPVJG
unemployment rate. During recessions, this
structure provides tax relief to workers and lowincome people. As the economy recovers, the
8#6TCVGYQWNFTKUGDCEMVQRGTEGPV$GECWUG
consumers will know the tax cut is temporary,
VJGF[PCOKE8#6YKNNUVKOWNCVGFGOCPFCPF
consumption when the economy needs it most.

6JGFKHHGTGPEGUDGVYGGPVJGEWTTGPV'+6%
UVTWEVWTGCPFVJG.96%UVTWEVWTGYQWNFDG
RJCUGFKPGXGPN[QXGTƒXG[GCTUUVCTVKPIKP
6JKUKUVJGUCOGRJCUGKPVKOGNKPGCUVJG
8#6VJCVVJG.96%YKNNEQORGPUCVGYQTMGTU
for. PPI also would let workers reduce their tax
withholding by up to 50 percent of their expected
.96%VJTQWIJQWVVJG[GCTVQJGNRRC[VJGKT
expenses. Lower withholding will keep money
in peoples’ pockets and smoothly replace the
KPEQOGVJG[CTGURGPFKPIQPVJG8#6

31. Turn the Earned Income Tax Credit into a
Living Wage Tax Credit
Although the switch from taxing payrolls to
taxing consumption will be good for most
workers, low-income and non-workers spend a
higher share of their income on consumption
than do wealthier Americans and thus could pay
a greater share of their income to these taxes
than the well-off would.2196QGPUWTGVJCVFQGUPŨV
happen, PPI proposes to replace the Earned
+PEQOG6CZ%TGFKV '+6% YKVJCOWEJNCTIGT
.KXKPI9CIG6CZ%TGFKV .96% 6JG.96%YQWNF
HWPEVKQPUKOKNCTN[VQVJG'+6%YJKEJRTQXKFGU
a credit to low-income workers that grows
with earnings and family size up to a certain
VJTGUJQNF6JG'+6%KUTGHWPFCDNGOGCPKPIVJCV
eligible workers can receive a payment from the
government if the tax credit reduces their tax
NKCDKNKV[DGNQY\GTQ6JKUUVTWEVWTGJCURTQXGP
to be an effective tool for promoting work and
reducing poverty.220
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FIGURE 18. PPI’S PROPOSED LIVING WAGE TAX CREDIT

NO CHILD

1 CHILD

2 CHILDREN

3+ CHILDREN

BASE BENEFIT
(BENEFIT AT 0 EARNINGS)

$600

$1,200

$1,600

$1,800

PHASE-IN RATE
(APPLIES TO EARNINGS)

25%

50%

65%

75%

PHASE-IN ENDS

$11,460

$13,310

$15,131

$16,947

MAXIMUM BENEFIT

$3,465

$7,855

$11,435

$14,510

PHASEDOWN BEGINS

$18,000

$20,500

$23,350

$26,200

PHASEOUT RATE

12%

17%

21%

24%

PHASEOUT ENDS

$46,875

$66,706

$77,802

$86,658

Note: Chart shows illustrative values for the LWTC in 2022 if PPI’s reforms took effect immediately rather than phasing in over time.

In addition to the LWTC, PPI’s budget would offer
low-income working parents a more progressive
Child Tax Credit (CTC). Like the EITC, the CTC is a
refundable, but it is only available for the parents
of children under the age of 17.222 Parents who
have no income tax liability can get a refund
worth up to 15 percent of their income above a
“refundability threshold,” until the refund hits a
maximum refund value of $1,400.223

parents. In fact, many low-income parents do not
qualify for the credit at all because their income
is below the $2,500 refundability threshold.224
Republican lawmakers also required that the
children through whom parents claim the CTC
must have Social Security numbers as a means to
deny the credit to parents of immigrant children.225
PPI would repeal the requirement for
claimants to produce a Social Security number,

The 2017 GOP tax law doubled the maximum
CTC, more than doubled the maximum income
a parent can have to receive a full credit, and
lowered the income needed to qualify for the
refundable credit from $3,000 to $2,500 between
2018 and 2025. But while prior to the tax law the
CTC was fully refundable, the tax law limited the
maximum CTC refund to $1,400. This regressive
change limits low-income parents with very
little income tax burden to a smaller credit than
the one that can be claimed by higher-income

CTC that, unlike the current credit, is indexed
to grow with inflation and allows low-income
families to access the full value of the credit.
The CTC and the LWTC should also be
harmonized so that they phase-in and phase-out
implemented concurrently.
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32. Raise the Top Individual Income Tax and
Capital Gains Tax Rates
The GOP’s 2017 tax bill lowered individual
income tax rates, which JCT estimated would
reduce revenues by over $1.2 trillion in the
decade after the GOP tax law was enacted. 226
The actual cost is likely even higher since
the reductions to individual income tax rates
in the 2017 GOP tax cut were scheduled to
expire in 2025 (with the expectation that future
policymakers would extend them). PPI proposes
to reverse these unaffordable income tax
cuts by implementing a new income tax rate

structure that raises adequate revenue and is
more progressive than the pre-2017 tax law rate
structure was (Fig. 19). Our aim is not to “soak
the rich” out of spite but to restore the power of
progressive taxation to reduce extreme income
inequality in America.

FIGURE 19. EFFECTIVE TAX RATES UNDER DIFFERENT INCOME TAX SYSTEMS
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6JKUTCVGUVTWEVWTGYQWNFKPENWFGVYQPGYVCZ
brackets on high-earners top marginal income
tax rates of 45 percent for income over $1 million
and 50 percent for income over $10,000,000
that would not be indexed to inflation for the
ƒTUV[GCTUCHVGTGPCEVOGPV Fig. 20). High
marginal tax rates for the highest incomes will
help combat the United States’ dramatic growth
KPKPEQOGKPGSWCNKV[1XGTVJGRCUV[GCTU
average income after taxes and government
DGPGƒVRC[OGPVUOQTGVJCPVTKRNGFHQTVJQUG
in the top 1 percent of the income distribution

even as it grew by less than half for the
middle 60 percent.232 Raising more revenues
from extremely high-income people lets the
government raise less money from lower- and
middle- income people who need to spend more
QHVJGKTKPEQOGQPDCUKEPGEGUUKVKGU6JGUG
higher rates also make up for the repeal of two
other taxes on the wealthy that PPI proposes
to roll back: the 0.9 percent additional Medicare
payroll tax on earnings over $200,000 and a 3.8
percent net investment income tax.233, 234

FIGURE 20. PPI’S PROPOSED INCOME TAX BRACKETS
TAX RATE
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$395,950

$329,960

45%

36%

$1,000,000

$2,000,000

$1,000,000

50%

36%

$10,000,000

$20,000,000

$10,000,000

1RWH%UDFNHWVDUHIRUWKH\HDU
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Additionally, policymakers should raise more
revenue from people who get their money from
ECRKVCNICKPUQTRTQƒVUOCFGD[UGNNKPICPCUUGV
for a higher price than one bought it for. Although
gains from assets held for less than a year are
taxed as ordinary income, gains on assets held
for one year or longer are taxed at a preferential
rate.235 Long-term capital gains are taxed at
lower rates than earned income both because
the value of the taxable capital gain does not
account for inflation and, in the case of corporate
stocks, because the federal government also
VCZGUVJGRTQƒVUVJCVIKXGVJGUVQEMXCNWGCU
corporate income.236

many investment fund managers pay capital
gains tax rates on their share of the fund’s
RTQƒVUGXGPVJQWIJVJKUKPEQOGTGRTGUGPVU
compensation for their work rather than a return
on capital they’ve invested, and tax the income
shareholders receive as dividends at ordinary
rates.240 We also propose to eliminate the “likekind exchange” tax loophole that lets investors
avoid paying capital gains taxes on real property
if they accept a similar property as payment for
VJGUCNGQHVJGƒTUV241
33. Replace the Estate Tax with a Progressive
Inheritance Tax
Underpinning the American Dream is the belief
that success should come from your personal
initiative and hard work, not from being born
to wealthy parents. But today, almost a third
of all wealth in the United States comes
from inheritance.242 Moreover, most inherited
wealth comes in the form of extremely large
inheritances: 40 percent of all inherited wealth
came from the 2 percent of inheritances worth
over $1,000,000.243

Capital gains are a major source of income
for high-earners: capital gains account for 38
percent of income for households in the top 1
percent of the income distribution, compared
to just 1 percent of income for households in
the lowest-earning 40 percent.237 Raising capital
gains tax rates is thus essential to creating a fair
and progressive tax system.
But while raising capital gains tax rates can
increase revenue for the government, high
rates can actually reduce revenue if they result
in investors no longer believing the return on
investment is worth the risk. Capital gains are
sensitive to taxation, and some analyses have
found that taxing capital gains as ordinary
income would likely cost the government
money.238, 239 PPI recommends raising capital
gains taxes to the rates that would raise the
maximum possible revenues, given the other
parameters of our tax reform.

Upon death, the federal government taxes
wealthy individuals’ estates at a rate of up to
40 percent before the proceeds are passed on
to heirs. Prior to the passage of the Republican
tax bill, the estate tax only applied to the value
of individual estates over $5 million (or $11
million for couples), meaning that 99.9 percent
of all estates paid no estate tax.244 Nevertheless,
Washington Republicans slashed taxes on the
top 0.1 percent of ultra-rich heirs by dramatically
increasing the exemption threshold to $11
million per person in their tax bill. As a result,
a single child who inherits $25 million from
his deceased parents in 2019 will now pay an
effective tax rate of roughly 3.5 percent on that
income.

We would further improve equity in the tax code
by ending the preferential treatment for some
V[RGUQHKPEQOGVJCVWPPGEGUUCTKN[DGPGƒVHTQO
the capital gains tax structure. PPI proposes to
eliminate the “carried interest” loophole that lets
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6JGTGKUUKORN[PQIQQFTGCUQPVJCVCYGCNVJ[
heir should pay less in taxes than a middle-class
schoolteacher or an entrepreneur who earns
VJGKTYGCNVJVJTQWIJJCTFYQTM1WTDWFIGV
would therefore replace the estate tax with
CPGYVCZQPKPJGTKVGFKPEQOG6JKUEJCPIG
would subject inherited income over a lifetime
exemption of $1 million to an heir’s personal
income tax rate plus a 15 percent surtax.
Every dollar raised from this proposal is a dollar
we would not need to raise by taxing work
or investments.

Finally, PPI’s inheritance tax proposal would also
repeal the step-up basis loophole that allows
wealthy people to avoid paying capital gains
VCZGUKPFGƒPKVGN[7PFGTEWTTGPVNCYVJGQPN[
tax applied to inherited assets is the estate tax
even if those assets include unrealized capital
gains that would have been taxed had the assets
been sold before the owner’s death. If the heir
later sells the asset, they only pay capital gains
taxes on the increase in its value from when they
inherited it, not when the decedent bought it.
6JKUETGCVGUCPGPQTOQWUKPEGPVKXGHQTYGCNVJ[
taxpayers to hoard their assets until death. PPI
would charge the applicable capital gains taxes
on gains unrealized at the time of death, then
subject the remaining wealth that heirs receive
to the inheritance tax. Just like under current law,
the very few people who inherit illiquid assets and
may have trouble paying the tax up-front could
pay it over a period of time so that the tax does
not compel them to liquidate their inheritance.246

1WTRTQITGUUKXGKPJGTKVCPEGVCZJCUUGXGTCN
advantages over the current estate tax. Although
the burden of the estate tax is borne by heirs, the
tax is technically paid by the decedent’s estate.
6JKUJCUNGF4GRWDNKECPUVQNCODCUVVJGGUVCVG
tax as a “death tax,” which has no doubt sewn
public confusion.2456CZKPIKPJGTKVGFKPEQOG
focuses the burden on the heir and makes clear
that this is a tax on unearned income, not a tax
on the dead. It is also a more equitable point
of taxation: whereas the exemption threshold
under the estate tax is unaffected by the number
QHDGPGƒEKCTKGUVJGCOQWPVQHOQPG[VJCVECP
be passed along tax-free under an inheritance
tax depends on how much is left to how many
heirs. In other words, an inheritance tax structure
deconcentrates wealth in America.

34. Allow Full Expensing of Business
Investment
Although businesses can deduct most ordinary
expenses from their taxable income, different
rules apply for many capital investments. Prior
to the 2017 tax law, these expenses had to be
deducted over the useful life of the investment
instead of during the year in which the money
YCUURGPV6JKURTCEVKEGMPQYPCUFGRTGEKCVKQP
limits investment by taxing businesses on their
investment spending rather than on the returns
generated by those investments in the future.
Such tax treatment can hamstring economic
growth by incentivizing present consumption in
the form of dividends and stock buybacks over
long-term investment.247

6QRTGXGPVOKFFNGKPEQOGJGKTUHTQODGKPI
taxed at the same rates as the ultra-wealthy, PPI
would allow up to $5 million of inherited income
above the exemption threshold to be amortized,
QTURTGCFQWVQXGTƒXG[GCTU#OQTVK\CVKQP
lets low- and middle-income inheritors pay
their inheritance tax as if they had received the
KPJGTKVCPEGQXGTƒXG[GCTUYJKEJNQYGTUVJG
inheritors taxable income in each of those years
and will let many pay their inheritance tax at a
lower rate.
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expenditures.2526JGUGGZRGPFKVWTGUFKUVQTVGF
VJGGEQPQOKERNC[KPIƒGNFD[IKXKPICNGIWRVQ
companies who could take advantage of them
over those who could not.253 Real corporate tax
reform would have lowered the corporate income
rate and paid for it by broadening the tax base.

6JG)12VCZDKNNGZRCPFGFVJGCDKNKV[QH
businesses to deduct the full cost of an
investment in the year in which it is made, a
practice known as full expensing. But there
were several flaws: the law excluded structures
from the provision, so businesses pay more
taxes if they decide to build or expand a building
than if they make other investments that
OKIJVDGNGUURTQƒVCDNG5QOGKPFWUVTKGUYGTG
excluded entirely from full expensing, such as
electrical energy and water or sewage disposal
systems.248 And the provision was scheduled
to begin phasing out in 2023, limiting its ability
VQURWTNQPIVGTOKPXGUVOGPVUQXGTVKOG6JG
tax treatment of research and experimentation
spending, meanwhile, moved in the opposite
direction and businesses must now amortize
costs they could previously expense.249 PPI
YQWNFƒZVJGUGHNCYUD[OCMKPIHWNNGZRGPUKPI
permanently available across the board. We
would also repeal the deductibility of interest
for all investments that are eligible for full
expensing to help offset the cost and prevent
the government from subsidizing debt-funded
investment twice.250

+PVJKUUGPUGVJG)12VCZDKNNYCUOGTGN[C
VCZEWVPQVTGCNEQTRQTCVGVCZTGHQTO,%6
estimated that the rate cut would cost the
federal government $1.3 trillion in the decade
after the law was passed, while the net impact
of business tax breaks curtailed by the law was
over $780 billion.254 6JGTQWIJN[DKNNKQP
difference was an unaffordable tax giveaway
to the wealthy. Even worse, much of these
DGPGƒVUHNQYQWVQHVJG7PKVGF5VCVGUVQHQTGKIP
investors, who own about 35 percent of U.S.
corporate stock, pay no U.S. capital gains tax,
and pay lower taxes on corporate dividends than
American investors do.255
Corporate income tax cuts are also less
effective at encouraging investment than full
expensing is, and full expensing weakens the
pro-investment effect of a corporate income
tax cut. Lower corporate income tax rates cut
taxes on an investment’s return, which does not
make investing cheaper and provides a windfall
to people earning returns on investments that
were already made. Immediate expensing, on
the other hand, is a much more targeted proKPXGUVOGPVVQQNDGECWUGKVURGEKƒECNN[GNKOKPCVGU
taxes on making new investments.256

35. Raise the Corporate Income Tax Rate to 28
Percent
9JKNGVJG)12VCZNCYŨUEQTRQTCVGVCZEJCPIGU
KPENWFGFUQOGXCNWCDNGƒTUVUVGRUVQYCTFU
incentivizing private investment, it did not do
nearly enough and gave away too much revenue
KPVJGRTQEGUU6JGTGYCUDTQCFDKRCTVKUCP
agreement before the tax law that the 35 percent
federal corporate income tax rate needed to be
TGFWEGFKVYCUVJGJKIJGUVTCVGKPVJG1'%&CPF
businesses could pay lower taxes by moving
their operations overseas.251 Yet despite having
the developed world’s highest rate, the U.S.
corporate income tax raised slightly less than
VJG1'%&CXGTCIGDGECWUGQHCUNGYQHVCZ

For these reasons and more, our budget
proposes to raise the corporate income rate
to 28 percent, which is the level that President
1DCOCRTQRQUGFKPJKUƒPCNDWFIGV257
2QNKE[OCMGTUUJQWNFCNUQOCMGFGƒEKVPGWVTCN
changes to close loopholes in our international
tax system that multinational businesses can
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of the $35 billion worth of tariffs that the United
States raised in that year were from these
goods.2621XGTRGTEGPVQHVJGHQQVYGCTCPF
apparel bought in the United States is imported,
demonstrating the failure of these long-standing
tariffs to protect domestic industry.263 All the
tariffs do is raise the price of goods, especially
for lower-income people, making them a
highly regressive tax.264 PPI’s plan would put
more money in workers’ pockets by repealing
these archaic taxes and promoting additional
opportunities for trade.

exploit to avoid paying this higher rate. For
example, a combination of poorly designed
provisions in the 2017 tax law allows businesses
to lower their tax liability by moving assets out
of the United States.258 We need a tax code that
incentivizes businesses to bring investment into
America instead of pushing it out.
36. End the Trump Trade Wars and Cut
Regressive Tariffs
&QPCNF6TWORŨUUGPUGNGUUVTCFGYCTUCTGC
FKUCUVGTHQTJCTFYQTMKPI#OGTKECPU6JG6TWOR
administration has imposed reckless taxes on
imported goods, known as tariffs, that hurt many
EQPUWOGTUCPFDWUKPGUUGU6JGUGVCTKHHUKPENWFG
a 25 percent tax on steel and a 10 percent tax
on aluminum, as well as taxes on hundreds of
billions of dollars of goods imported from China.
Although action is needed to curtail unfair trade
practices like intellectual property theft, these
tariffs are not a part of any comprehensive
trade strategy and simply raise the cost of doing
business with our largest trading partners.259
6CTKHHUTCKUGVJGRTKEGQHGXGT[FC[IQQFUHQT
American consumers and hurt exporting
industries by provoking other countries to place
“retaliatory” tariffs on American exports.260
6QIGVJGTVJG6TWORCFOKPKUVTCVKQPŨUCPPQWPEGF
tariffs, threatened future tariffs, and retaliatory
tariffs imposed by foreign governments could
cost the American economy over 2 million jobs
and $200 billion in long-term growth.261

37. Make the Expanded Standard Deduction
Permanent
6JGIQXGTPOGPVCNNQYUVCZRC[GTUVQFGFWEVVJG
cost of some activities from their income when
they calculate their income tax liability, effectively
making the money spent on those activities taxHTGG6CZRC[GTUECPEJQQUGDGVYGGPKVGOK\KPI
their individual income tax deductions or taking
a “standard deduction” that is the same for
everyone, though there are a few deductions that
taxpayers may claim even if they do not itemize.
In 2017, more than 90 percent of households
with income above $500,000 itemized their
deductions, but less than 10 percent of
households with adjusted gross income below
$30,000 did.265 More high-income people itemize
their deductions than lower-income people
because people with high incomes are more
likely to have expenses that both qualify for
itemized deductions and are large enough to
OCMGKVGOK\KPIOQTGDGPGƒEKCNVJCPVCMKPIVJG
standard deduction.

Instead of isolating our economy from the
world, the United States should encourage open
rules-based trade and create new markets for
#OGTKECPIQQFU6JKUOGCPUPQVQPN[TGRGCNKPI
VJGCDWUKXGVCTKHHUVJCV2TGUKFGPV6TWORJCU
put into place, but also eliminating antiquated
VCTKHHUVJCVRTGFCVGVJG6TWORCFOKPKUVTCVKQP
Although shoes and clothing made up only 6
percent of American imports in 2017, over half

2TKQTVQVJG)12VCZNCYVCZRC[GTUEQWNF
also claim a personal exemption that reduced
their tax burden regardless of whether they
claimed the standard deduction or itemized
VJGKTFGFWEVKQPU6JGVCZNCYEQPUQNKFCVGF
the personal exemption into a new standard
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deduction that was almost twice the size of the
old one. By increasing the size of the standard
deduction, lawmakers made itemizing attractive
to fewer taxpayers and slashed taxes on those
who already had not been itemizing their
deductions.266, 267 Accordingly, the percentage
of taxpayers who chose to itemize fell from 26
percent in 2017 to 10 percent in 2018 as a result
of the law’s expanded standard deduction and
limits to some itemized deductions.268

22+YQWNFTGRNCEGVJG#/6YKVJCUKORNGT
but stronger mechanism for ensuring the
TKEJFQPQVFKURTQRQTVKQPCVGN[DGPGƒVHTQO
itemized deductions. We would limit the value
of itemized deductions to 30 percent of the
taxpayer’s taxable income. Because itemized
deductions are worth more to taxpayers in
higher tax brackets, this limitation would reduce
the inherently regressive nature of itemized
deductions in addition to ensuring some
minimum tax is paid by high-income taxpayers.
For example, if a taxpayer facing a 25 percent
marginal rate deducts $100 from their income,
their tax liability has been reduced by $25.
However, under current law, that same deduction
is worth $40 for a taxpayer in a 40 percent
bracket. With the proposed limit in place, that
second hypothetical taxpayer would still owe $10
in taxes on the $100 they deducted.

Like many of the law’s individual income
tax policies, the new standard deduction is
scheduled to expire in 2025. PPI would make
the expansion permanent to cut taxes for lowerand middle-income Americans and reduce the
impact that distortionary tax preferences have
on our economy.
38. Limit the Value of Itemized Deductions to
30 Percent
6JGCNVGTPCVKXGOKPKOWOVCZ #/6 CPF2GCUG
limitation require wealthy taxpayers to calculate
their tax liability under both the normal income
tax system and another formula, then pay
VJGJKIJGTQHVJGUGVYQVCZDWTFGPU6JGUG
provisions were intended to prevent wealthy
taxpayers from eliminating their tax liability
through the use of tax expenditures, but they are
complex and make tax compliance even more
cumbersome. Rather than reform the system
VQKORTQXGUKORNKEKV[CPFGSWKV[VJG)12
tax law simply slashed taxes on the rich by
eliminating the Pease limitation and exempting
people with incomes between $70,300 and
$54,300 ($109,400 and $84,500 for married
EQWRNGU HTQOVJG#/6269, 270

39. Make the SALT Cap Permanent While
Eliminating the Marriage Penalty
6CZRC[GTUYJQEJQQUGVQKVGOK\GVJGKT
deductions can deduct the amount they paid in
property taxes plus either income or sales taxes
at the state and local level from their income.
6JGVCZDKNNKORQUGFCECRNKOKVKPIVJG
amount any households can deduct for state and
NQECNVCZGU 5#.6 VQ.CYOCMGTUHTQO
heavily Democratic states such as California,
New York, and New Jersey, where state taxes
and spending tend to be higher, believe this
RTQXKUKQPQHVJG)12VCZDKNNKPVGPVKQPCNN[VCTIGVU
their constituents and are advocating for its
repeal.271, 272 But doing so would be misguided:
RGTEGPVQHVJGDGPGƒVUHTQOTGRGCNKPIVJG
5#.6ECRYQWNFIQVQVJGJQWUGJQNFUKPVJGVQR
20 percent of the income distribution, with 57
RGTEGPVQHDGPGƒVUIQKPIVQVJGVJQUGKPVJGVQR
1 percent.273
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6JG5#.6ECRUJQWNFPŨVDGTGRGCNGFDWVVJGTG
is room to provide some tax relief without
losing federal revenue. As presently structured,
GXGT[JQWUGJQNFKUNKOKVGFVQKP5#.6
FGFWEVKQPU6JGRTCEVKECNKORNKECVKQPQHVJKU
policy is that married couples now get only
JCNHQHVJG5#.6FGFWEVKQPDGPGƒVRGTRGTUQP
GCEJ VJCVVJG[YQWNFKHVJG[ƒNGFCU
VYQUKPINGVCZRC[GTU6JTQWIJQWVVJGTGUVQHVJG
tax code, married couples operate under higher
thresholds appropriate for two people rather
than one to avoid creating a “marriage penalty.”
PPI would eliminate this marriage penalty by
setting the cap for couples at 1.5 the amount
CRRNKGFVQUKPINGU6JGUKPINGUECRYQWNFDG
reduced proportionately to ensure this change is
FGƒEKVPGWVTCN6JGEWTTGPV5#.6ECRKUCNUQQPG
of many tax provisions scheduled to expire in
ŤKPUVGCFVJKUTGHQTOGF5#.6ECRUJQWNF
be made a permanent part of the tax code.

phasing out the mortgage interest deduction.
Beginning in 2022, the value of the deduction
would be limited to 30 percent of mortgage
interest paid, consistent with the cap PPI
proposes to place on all itemized deductions.
6JGECRQPOQTVICIGKPVGTGUVFGFWEVKQPUYQWNF
then gradually fall by 2 percentage points every
year until the deduction is fully phased-out
in 2037.
41. Repeal Giveaways to Wealthy “PassThrough” Business Owners
Pass-through business structures such as soleproprietorships, partnerships, and S-corporations
CNNQYDWUKPGUUGUVQENCUUKH[VJGKTRTQƒVUCU
personal income earned by the business’
owner(s) rather than as corporate income. Doing
UQGPUWTGUVJCVVJGRTQƒVUCTGQPN[VCZGFQPEG
CURGTUQPCNKPEQOGTCVJGTVJCPDGKPIVCZGFƒTUV
as corporate income and then as a dividend.
6JG4GRWDNKECPVCZNCYICXGVJGQYPGTU
of many pass-throughs even more favorable tax
treatment by granting them the ability to deduct
up to 20 percent of their income from taxation.
6JKURQNKE[MPQYPCUVJG#FGFWEVKQPYCU
ostensibly created to reduce taxes on “small
businesses,” but in reality, it is just another
massive tax giveaway to the wealthy: over half
of all pass-through income goes to people in the
top 1 percent of the income distribution.277 In
addition to being regressive, the 199A deduction
is incredibly complex because the value varies by
industry.278 Policymakers should be making the
tax code more progressive and less complicated
– the 199A deduction was a step in the opposite
FKTGEVKQPCPFUJQWNFDGTGRGCNGF6JG[UJQWNF
also make permanent a provision of the tax bill
that temporarily limited the amount pass-through
businesses can deduct from the taxes they pay
on personal income unrelated to the business.279

40. Phase Out Subsidies for Real Estate
PPI proposes to phase out the regressive
and ineffective deduction for the interest
JQOGQYPGTURC[QPVJGKTOQTVICIG6JGTG
is little evidence the mortgage interest
deduction increases homeownership rates, and
homeowners earn more than twice what renters
do.274, 275 In a weak attempt at reform, the 2017
tax law reduced the maximum amount of home
mortgage debt on which a taxpayer may deduct
interest paid from $1 million to $750,000. It also
barred taxpayers from deducting interest on
home equity loans, non-disaster casualty losses,
and some other expenses.276 But these modest
changes apply only to new mortgages and
are set to expire in 2025, limiting their impact.
1WTDWFIGVRTQRQUGUVQOCMGRGTOCPGPVVJG
repeal of deductions for interest on home
equity loans, non-disaster casualty losses, and
other miscellaneous expenses, while gradually
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43. Increase Funding for IRS Enforcement
6JG+45GUVKOCVGFVJCVVCZRC[GTUHCKNGFVQ
pay an average of over $400 billion in tax
obligations annually between 2008 and 2010,
the most recent time period for which the IRS
has published such an estimate.287 But instead
of trying to reclaim that money by spending
more on tax law enforcement, Congress has cut
the IRS’ budget in inflation-adjusted dollars by
nearly 20 percent since then.2886JG+45KUPQY
80 percent less likely to audit people earning
over $10 million than it was in 2011, and while
taxpayers in the highest-earning 1 percent used
to be about four times as likely to be audited as
CNQYKPEQOG'+6%TGEKRKGPVVQFC[VJG[CTGDQVJ
equally likely to be scrutinized.289 Spending more
money on tax enforcement will help the IRS
crack down on tax evasion by the wealthy and
TGFWEGHGFGTCNDWFIGVFGƒEKVU

42. Deschedule and Tax Marijuana
Eleven states have voted to legalize the purchase
and consumption of marijuana for recreational
purposes, and 34 states have done the same
for marijuana used for medical purposes.280, 281
But the Drug Enforcement Agency (DEA) still
considers marijuana a Schedule 1 drug, which is
reserved for drugs with “no currently accepted
medical use and a high potential for abuse”
and prevents its sale from being legal under
federal law. 2826JGVKOGJCUEQOGHQTVJGHGFGTCN
government to step out of the way and allow
states to regulate marijuana policy within their
borders. Descheduling marijuana would remove
regulatory barriers that currently limit scientists’
ability to conduct research on marijuana’s
OGFKECNDGPGƒVUCPFTKUMUCNNQYOCTKLWCPC
related businesses to access normal banking
services, and make marijuana businesses
eligible for normal business treatment under
the tax code.283, 284, 285 In states that choose to
legalize purchases of the drug, marijuana sales
should be subject to the same 25 cents per
pound federal excise tax that currently applies
to loose tobacco.286
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VI. EXPAND THE CLEAN-ENERGY ECONOMY

PPI offers a comprehensive plan that would
leverage the powers of market competition and
public investment to decarbonize the American
economy. It would make greenhouse gas
producers pay for the costs they impose on
society through a carbon tax, giving producers
CUVTQPIKPEGPVKXGVQEWVGOKUUKQPU1WTDWFIGV
reinvests the revenue from that tax into green
R&D and infrastructure investments that will
power America’s transition towards a clean
economy. We also propose to restructure tax
incentives to end subsidies for fossil fuels and
redirect them towards green investments. PPI’s
approach tackles both our climate and our debt
problems simultaneously on behalf of young
Americans and future generations.

6JGTGCTGOCP[UKOKNCTKVKGUDGVYGGPQWT
changing climate and our growing national debt.
Both are challenges past and present political
leaders failed to address effectively, leaving
young Americans to face mounting risks and
ƒUECNDWTFGPU9KVJQWVCEVKQPVJGEQPUGSWGPEGU
of failing to check climate change will be severe.
Global sea levels are expected to rise by up to
four feet in the next 80 years, with 6-8 additional
inches of sea-level rise likely on the east coast
of the United States this century.290, 2916JGTKUMU
posed by climate change are not hypothetical
- they are real changes to the environment that
CTGCNTGCF[WPFGTYC[6JGKPEKFGPEGQHYKNFƒTGU
in the western United States correlated with
climate-related factors has risen since the
1980s at levels too dramatic to be caused by
natural variations. Earlier spring melt and less
snowpack are already limiting access to fresh
water in some parts of the country.292 Curtailing
and reversing global climate change is one of the
most important goals of the 21st century.

44. Tax Carbon Emissions
When the price of a good does not reflect all of
the undesirable outcomes the product causes
to society, people will produce and consume
more of the product than is most economically
GHƒEKGPV+PEQTRQTCVKPIVJGEQUVQHVJGUGPGICVKXG
externalities into the good’s price ensures that
people will only consume the good when its
VQVCNDGPGƒVUCEVWCNN[GZEGGFKVUVQVCNEQUVU297
6JG%CTDQP2TKEKPI.GCFGTUJKR%QOOKUUKQP
estimates that to keep the increase in global
temperatures below 1.5 degrees Celsius, as
nearly 200 countries agreed to do through the
Paris Climate Agreement, carbon taxes would
need to equal $50-$100 by 2030.298 Placing a tax
equal to the social cost of carbon on producers
puts those social costs on the emitter and
ensures that carbon is only emitted when the
DGPGƒVUQWVYGKIJVJGVTWGEQUVU

Some on the left have argued tackling climate
change requires the adoption of an incredibly
expensive “Green New Deal” that spends trillions
of dollars on policies that have nothing to do
with climate change, including a multi-trilliondollar federal jobs guarantee.293, 294 Any worker
who is hired only because of this guarantee is by
FGƒPKVKQPPQVEQPVTKDWVKPIVQVJGIQXGTPOGPVŨU
effort to decarbonize the economy, and some
may even detract from it.295 Meanwhile, many on
VJGTKIJVJCXGUWEEWODGFVQ2TGUKFGPV6TWORŨU
denial of climate science – the “Flat-Earthism” of
our times.296

6JKUCRRTQCEJJCTPGUUGUVJGRQYGTQHOCTMGV
competition to cut emissions: carbon-intensive
businesses would pay higher taxes for
producing more carbon and businesses that
invest in reducing their emissions would gain a
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6JG&GRCTVOGPVQH'PGTI[CNTGCF[JCUCRTQXGP
track record of making productive investments
KPGPGTI[GHƒEKGPE[CPFTGPGYCDNGGPGTI[VJCV
protect our environment and save billions of
dollars in energy costs each year.3006JG1HƒEG
QH'PGTI['HƒEKGPE[CPF4GPGYCDNG'PGTI[HQT
GZCORNGGUVKOCVGFKPGEQPQOKEDGPGƒVU
YGTGIGPGTCVGFHQTGXGT[URGPVD[VJG1HƒEG
on R&D.301 Business leaders have recognized
green energy’s ability to grow the economy
at large and have advocated for the federal
government to at least triple funding for research
into green energy.302

competitive advantage. Similarly, carbon taxes
reward consumers for using low-emissions
energy sources regardless of the type, so carbon
taxes do not give any clean energy industry
an advantage and would make clean energy
RTQFWEGTUEQORGVGQPGHƒEKGPE[
Immediately imposing a carbon tax equal to
the full social cost of carbon, however, could
be overly disruptive to the economy. PPI thus
proposes to impose a tax of $30 per ton of
carbon dioxide emitted, as well as on the
amount of other greenhouse gases that has the
same greenhouse effect as one ton of carbon,
and index the tax to grow by inflation plus 5
RGTEGPVGCEJ[GCT6JKUCEEGNGTCVGFITQYVJTCVG
would ensure the tax eventually captures the
full social cost of carbon and rises to a higher
NGXGNUWHƒEKGPVVQOCMGWRHQTVJGCFFKVKQPCN
ITGGPJQWUGICUUGUGOKVVGFKPVJGKPVGTKO1WT
.KXKPI9CIG6CZ%TGFKVCNUQJGNRUUJKGNFNQY
income people – who spend a higher proportion
of their income on energy consumption than do
the wealthy – from the potentially regressive
effects a carbon tax can have on the economy.299

Investments should not only focus on preventing
future emissions but also reducing the deep
carbon footprint humanity has already left on our
atmosphere. Although so-called “carbon capture”
technology can already isolate and store carbon
as it is produced, this technology can cost as
much as $70-$110 per ton of carbon, depending
on the industry.3036GEJPQNQI[VJCVECRVWTGU
carbon already in the atmosphere, known as
“direct air capture,” is still in its infancy but has
the potential to not only slow but actually reverse
climate change.304 More research into these
technologies could spark innovations that make
them more cost-effective to adopt on a national
or even a global scale.

45. Fund R&D for Renewable Energy and
Climate Mitigation
Although a carbon tax will help internalize
the costs of carbon consumption and push
consumers to buy goods that are less carbonintensive, businesses and consumers need to
have affordable technology available to help
facilitate the transition. Like basic R&D, green
technology is a clear public good because
VJGDGPGƒVUVJCVCEETWGVQUQEKGV[HCTGZEGGF
VJQUGVJCVCEETWGVQVJGƒTOVJCVFGXGNQRUVJG
technology and consumers who purchase it. PPI
therefore proposes to dedicate 20 percent of
carbon tax revenues to a green-technology fund
for clean energy, carbon capture, and climate
adaptation research and development.

6GEJPQNQIKECNKPPQXCVKQPKUCPGURGEKCNN[
important component of any plan to combat
climate change because it is the most effective
mechanism by which the United States can help
FGECTDQPK\GQVJGTEQWPVTKGU6JG7PKVGF5VCVGU
only accounts for 15 percent of global emissions
– even if our great nation were to disappear off
the face of the Earth, global temperatures would
continue to rise.305 Exporting affordable clean
technology is essential for bringing the rest of the
global economy, particularly developing countries,
WRVQURGGFKPVJGƒIJVCICKPUVENKOCVGEJCPIG
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46. Modernize America’s Infrastructure to
Reduce Emissions
PPI’s proposal dedicates 55 percent of the
carbon tax’s revenue to help fund our $1
trillion infrastructure package, which would
include reducing emissions as a core goal
of modernization. Buildings, and the energy
needed to heat and cool them, contribute 40
percent of total greenhouse gas emissions.306
4GVTQƒVVKPIRWDNKEDWKNFKPIUVQKORTQXGGPGTI[
GHƒEKGPE[EQWNFTGFWEGGOKUUKQPUCPFUCXGVJG
government money on its operational expenses.
1WTCIKPIGNGEVTKECNITKFOGCPYJKNGYCUDWKNVQP
the assumption that most energy would come
from large energy producers using combustion
fuel, and must be updated to accommodate
needs that are unique to alternative energy
producers.307 For example, solar energy
production varies depending on the amount
of sun available and is often produced at the
building instead of at a central energy producer,
so it requires more energy storage infrastructure
than combustible energy does.308 Policymakers
should make the investments necessary to
seamlessly integrate renewable energy into the
electrical grid.

vehicle refueling stations by 2025 to serve the
3 million electric vehicles that they expect to be
driving the streets by that time.311
Policymakers should also work to make natural
ecosystems and man-made infrastructure
more resilient to the effects of climate change.
“Climate adaptation” practices vary widely
depending on the ecosystem and can include
reforesting mountainous areas to slow run-off
caused by extreme rainfall, planting droughtresistant trees and shrubs in dryland to hold
water in the soil, or maintaining coastal plant life
and preserving dunes to minimize the impact of
rising sea levels on coastal communities.312 In
urban and suburban areas, the Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) recommends
KORNGOGPVKPIūKPƒNVTCVKQPDCUGFŬKPHTCUVTWEVWTG
practices, such as water-permeable paving
materials and green spaces, that regulate
groundwater and minimize the impacts of both
floods and droughts.313, 3141PGUVWF[GUVKOCVGF
that implementing these policies in a residential
watershed area in New York City could reduce
stormwater in the soil by up to 42 percent.315 6JG
EPA also recommends that cities invest in trees
and rooftop gardens that control rainwater and
absorb heat.316

Surface transportation alone causes 26 percent
of all greenhouse gas emissions in the United
States.309 Unlike traditional diesel-fuel vehicles,
electric vehicles do not directly emit any
greenhouse gases at all, and the electricity used
to power them produces less than 40 percent
of the greenhouse-gas emissions that would
be produced by fueling a car with gasoline.310
6QHCEKNKVCVGVJGCFQRVKQPQHGNGEVTKEXGJKENGU
policymakers should invest in developing electric
vehicle refueling stations along transportation
PGVYQTMU6JG+PVGTPCVKQPCN%QWPEKNQP%NGCP
6TCPURQTVCVKQPGUVKOCVGUVJCVVJG7PKVGF5VCVGU
will need to build almost 200,000 more electric

47. Create Clean Tax Incentives for PrivateSector Modernization
6TCPUKVKQPKPIVQCENGCPGEQPQO[YKNNTGSWKTG
society-wide change, not just government
KPVGTXGPVKQP6QKPEGPVKXK\GRTKXCVGDWUKPGUUGU
and researchers to help mitigate the impact of
the changing climate, PPI proposes to dedicate
25 percent of carbon tax revenues to privatesector tax incentives. Because transportation is
the largest source of greenhouse gases in the
United States, the government could provide tax
incentives for the use of rail, buses, or electric
cars that help reduce transportation-related
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emissions.3176JGIQXGTPOGPVEQWNFCNUQTGFWEG
agriculture-related greenhouse gas production by
incentivizing farmers to sell their farm’s waste to
energy producers to turn into biomass fuel.318
As a “carrot” to supplement the “stick” of carbon
taxes, policymakers can also directly subsidize
clean energy with targeted tax breaks. Incentives
EQWNFUWDUKFK\GVJGWUGQHURGEKƒETGPGYCDNG
energy sources such as solar, wind, or nuclear
power. Alternatively, if policymakers want to
avoid advantaging any one renewable energy
resource over another, they could also consider
technology neutral tax incentives that reward
individuals or businesses for cutting emissions
regardless of the means they use to do so.319
48. Repeal Fossil-Fuel Tax Preferences
In addition to providing subsidies for clean
energy, the government should cut existing
subsidies to the fossil fuel industry. When
ECNEWNCVKPIVJGXCNWGQHVJGKTUCNGUūNCUVKPƒTUV
QWVŬCEEQWPVKPI .+(1 NGVUEQORCPKGUYKVJNCTIG
inventories count the newest addition to their
inventories as the items that they sold while
counting their older products as maintained
KPXGPVQT[YJKEJTGFWEGUVCZCDNGRTQƒVUYJGP
RTKEGUCTGTKUKPI1PGVJKTFQHVJGVQVCN.+(1
VCZDGPGƒVIQGUVQGPGTI[RTQFWEGTU320 PPI
proposes to disallow the use of this accounting
method among fossil fuel producers for tax
purposes. PPI would also end the ability of
companies to immediately deduct costs
related to exploration for fuel from their tax
liability. Lastly, we would repeal percentage
cost depletion, which allows independent
GZVTCEVKQPDCUGFHWGNRTQFWEGTUVQFGFWEVCƒZGF
percentage of their revenues as their expense
instead of actually determining the value of the
natural resources they own, have located, and
have extracted.
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GUUGPVKCNIQQFU6JGUGRTQITCOUKPENWFGVJG
Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program
50#2 YJKEJJGNRURGQRNGCHHQTFHQQF55+
which helps the very elderly, sick or disabled
RC[VJGKTDKNNU6GORQTCT[#UUKUVCPEGHQT0GGF[
(COKNKGU 6#0( CHGFGTCNDNQEMITCPVVQUVCVGU
VJCVƒPCPEGUECUJDGPGƒVUQTUGTXKEGUHQT
NQYKPEQOGHCOKNKGUCPFQVJGTU.QYKPEQOG
supports are effective at mitigating poverty.
SNAP helped 3 million people escape poverty
in 2017, over 40 percent of whom were children,
YJKNG55+CPF6#0(DTQWIJVOKNNKQPCPFJCNHC
million out of poverty respectively.325 Spending
directly on people with low or no incomes also
helps keep demand strong during recessions
by replacing some of the income that people
may lose.326

VII. EMPOWER WORKERS AND FAMILIES

Almost 40 million Americans lived in poverty in
2017, an experience that is associated with more
health risks, higher crime rates, and lower laborforce participation.321 Poverty is often both a
cause and an effect of these negative outcomes,
so it can naturally reinforce itself.322 Poverty
has especially persistent effects on children,
whose brains are still developing and are highly
influenced by their environment. People who
were persistently impoverished as children are
PGCTN[RGTEGPVNGUUNKMGN[VQƒPKUJJKIJUEJQQN
by age 20 and are almost half as likely to be
consistently employed by age 25-30 as people
who were never poor.323

However, many of these programs do not have
UWHƒEKGPVTGUQWTEGUVQCFGSWCVGN[CFFTGUUVJG
PGGFUVJG[UGTXG1XGTJCNHQH50#2DGPGƒEKCTKGU
still struggle with food insecurity even with their
DGPGƒVU327 Fewer elderly and disabled people are
starting to receive SSI than have in 22 years.328
6#0(URGPFKPIJCUDGGPEQPUVCPVKPPQOKPCN
dollars since 1997 because the program wasn’t
indexed to grow with inflation or population
growth.329 PPI believes policymakers should
commit more resources to strengthening antipoverty programs and should consider ways to
ensure the programs reduce poverty in a costGHƒEKGPVOCPPGT

6QDTGCMVJKUUGNHRGTRGVWCVKPIE[ENGVJG
government offers supports to empower
disadvantaged Americans to lift themselves
from poverty, whether it be by replacing a laid-off
worker’s wages while he gets back on his feet
or helping a struggling mother feed her children
YJGPVJGHCOKN[KUCVKVUOQUVXWNPGTCDNG6JGUG
policies helped 12 million people climb out of
poverty in 2017, but were not enough to help the
45 million people (including 12 million children)
who remained in poverty.324 PPI’s budget would
dedicate a portion of the additional revenue
TCKUGFD[TGRNCEKPIVJGRC[TQNNVCZYKVJC8#6
to expanding and improving these programs,
making them more effective automatic
stabilizers, reducing wealth inequality, and
fostering inclusive growth. Finally, we propose to
support not just native-born workers and families
but also immigrants through comprehensive
immigration reform.

50. Strengthen Employment Support Programs
in Severe Recessions
Unemployment Insurance (UI) replaces the
incomes of workers who have lost their job
through no fault of their own and are actively
seeking another job, which helps them pay for
their day-to-day expenses so that they can take
VJGVKOGVJG[PGGFVQƒPFCLQDVJCVOCVEJGU
their skills. During recessions, UI plays an

49. Improve Low-Income Supports
6JG7PKVGF5VCVGURTQXKFGUUQOGNQYKPEQOG
#OGTKECPUYKVJDGPGƒVUVJCVJGNRRC[HQT
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outcomes, as well as appeals from Senate
&GOQETCVUCPF2TGUKFGPV1DCOC4GRWDNKECPU
KPVJG*QWUGQH4GRTGUGPVCVKXGUNGVVJGDGPGƒV
extensions expire at the end of 2013.337 At that
time, 37 percent of unemployed people had been
unemployed for at least 26 weeks, more than
at the end of the Great Recession.338 Cutting off
VJGUGDGPGƒVUFKFPQVOCMGOCP[RGQRNGƒPF
a job, but it did compel a small number of job
seekers to quit looking altogether, as they
no longer needed to seek a job to qualify for
VJGDGPGƒVU339

especially important role in maintaining demand
by ensuring that people who have lost their
income still have money to spend. Each state
administers its own UI program in accordance
with federal standards and with some federal
funding, and the length and value of someone’s
DGPGƒVUFGRGPFUQPVJGKTUVCVGŨUTWNGUVJGKT
RTKQTYCIGCPFVJGKTYQTMJKUVQT[6JGCXGTCIG
OCZKOWOFWTCVKQPQHWPGORNQ[OGPVDGPGƒVU
is 26 weeks in most states during normal
economic times.330
'ZVGPFGFWPGORNQ[OGPVDGPGƒVUDGEQOG
available when states undergo temporarily high
WPGORNQ[OGPV6JGUGGZVGPFGFDGPGƒVURTQXKFG
an additional boost to demand during modest
recessions and help stabilize local economies.331
$WVVJGUGGZVGPFGFDGPGƒVUYGTGKPUWHƒEKGPVVQ
grapple with the scale of job losses following the
ƒPCPEKCNETKUKUVJGPWODGTQHWPGORNQ[GF
people per job opening nearly quadrupled
from 1.7 in December 2007 to 6.4 just after
the recession ended in July 2009.3326JG
percentage of unemployed people who had been
unemployed for at least 27 weeks rose from 17
percent to 34 percent in the same time period,
and rose as high as 46 percent by April 2010.333
In response to this growing need, Congress
relaxed the requirements for states to qualify
HQTGZVGPFGFDGPGƒVUCPFGZVGPFGF7+GNKIKDKNKV[
for up to 99 weeks in states with particularly
high unemployment.334

6QDGVVGTEQPVCKPVJGGEQPQOKEFCOCIGHTQO
future recessions, PPI proposes to codify a
ITGCVGTCWVQOCVKEGZRCPUKQPQH7+DGPGƒVU
But we also recommend policymakers explore
innovative ways to make sure programs like
UI don’t just catch workers when they fall in
TGEGUUKQPUDWVCNUQNKHVVJGODCEMWR1PG
RTQRQUCNQHHGTGFD[2TGUKFGPV1DCOCKPJKU
ƒPCNDWFIGVYCUYCIGKPUWTCPEGYJGPC
displaced worker accepts a new job that
pays less than the one they lost, the federal
government would pitch in up to half of the
difference to both help the worker pay their bills
through the transition and incentivize them to
RWTUWGQRRQTVWPKVKGUKPQVJGTƒGNFUVJCVOC[
require some period of retraining.3406QFC[ŨU
leaders need to adopt this sort of creative
thinking to turn our social safety net programs
into social empowerment programs.

0GCTN[VYKEGCUOCP[7+DGPGƒEKCTKGUYQWNF
have fallen into poverty during the recession
JCFVJG[PQVTGEGKXGFCP[7+DGPGƒVUKP335
'ZVGPFGFDGPGƒVUCNUQUVKOWNCVGFVJGGEQPQO[
the Department of Labor estimated that GDP
was $82 billion larger in the third quarter of
2009 than it would have been without extended
DGPGƒVUCPFVJGQVJGTDGPGƒVGZVGPUKQPU
that Congress passed.336 But in spite of these
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51. Create a Paid Family-Leave Program
Parents should not have to choose between
their livelihood and their family. PPI supports
implementing a paid family-leave program that
helps parents care for their children and keeps
mothers attached to the labor force if they
choose to be. While the Family Medical Leave
Act guarantees parents twelve weeks of unpaid
leave after their child is born, the United States
is one of only two countries on Earth that does
not guarantee paid leave for new parents.341, 342
Only about 14 percent of civilians in the United
States get any paid family leave at all from their
employer.343 Current policy treats paid leave as a
luxury for higher-income parents: 74 percent of
leave-takers with incomes above $75,000 have
access to paid family leave, while just 37 percent
of leave takers with incomes under $30,000 do.344

distribution earned 23.8 percent of all income
in 2016, the wealthiest 1 percent of Americans
owned nearly 40 percent of the wealth in the
United States.347 Fourteen percent of Americans
say that they could not afford a sudden $400
expense if they had to make it today.348 Wealth
is also highly unequal among people of different
races; the median white household’s net
worth was almost 10 times the median black
household’s in 2016.349 Wealth inequality can be
self-perpetuating because the wealthy can reinvest
their assets and earn more capital income to grow
their wealth, while those without wealth have little
Encouraging people to build wealth will help
level this unequal distribution. Building wealth
also gives people resources that they can draw
from to pay their bills if they suddenly experience
a loss of income. The government already
facilitates some wealth-building by letting people
contribute money to tax-free or tax-deferred
accounts that can be used to pay for expenses
related to retirement, health care, education, or
disability.350, 351 The government also subsidizes
low- and middle- income people savings through
the Savers Credit, which is a nonrefundable tax
credit worth a percentage of what someone
contributes to tax-advantaged accounts.352 Prior to
the GOP tax law, only contributions to retirement
accounts were eligible for the Saver’s Credit, but
the bill expanded the credit to include deposits
in accounts used to pay for disability-related
expenses, a change PPI would make permanent.

The lack of access to paid family leave,
particularly among poor families, is alarming
because access to paid leave leads to better
health outcomes for the child and better
economic opportunities for the mother. For
example, after California passed paid family
leave, hospital admissions among infants fell
3-6 percent and fell even further for causes that
are associated with inadequate child care.345
Paid family leave also gives working mothers
a reason not to quit their jobs before they give
another job if they want or need to return to
the workforce later. Ten percent more working
mothers in California returned to the labor force
in the year after their child was born after the
state implemented its paid leave policy.346

Lawmakers should implement more policies that
encourage people to build wealth. These policies
could include changes to the Savers Credit, such
as making it refundable for savers with very low
incomes or expanding eligibility to higher-income
savers. Lawmakers should incentivize young
people in particular to save, as each dollar that a

52. Promote Asset-Building and Savings
While many people who are concerned about
economic inequality focus on income inequality,
wealth inequality is even more dramatic: while
Americans in the top 1 percent of the income
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young person saves has more time to compound
and grow into real wealth than savings by
older people do.353 Policymakers should also
consider providing Americans with the option
of a retirement account that they keep through
their lives, both to serve people who cannot
access retirement accounts through work and
to reduce the bureaucracy people face when
rolling their accounts over.354 PPI proposed one
possible framework for “American Development
Accounts” in 2018, which would help lower- and
middle-income workers build wealth not only for
retirement but also other needs such as buying a
home or starting a business.355

of working-age children of immigrants will
grow.360 By constituting a greater proportion of
the workforce than they did in the past, these
KOOKITCPVUCPFƒTUVIGPGTCVKQP#OGTKECPUYKNN
pay a greater share of the taxes that support
5QEKCN5GEWTKV[CPF/GFKECTGŨUƒPCPEGUVJCP
these groups historically have, and their taxes
will be a vital part of maintaining the programs’
ƒPCPEKCNHQQVKPI
But despite the clear value that immigrants bring
VQQWTGEQPQO[VJG6TWORCFOKPKUVTCVKQPJCU
made it harder for people to legally immigrate
to the United States.361 In addition to cutting the
legal limits of refugees and temporary protected
UVCVWUDGPGƒEKCTKGUHTQOVTQWDNGFTGIKQPU
2TGUKFGPV6TWORUKIPGFGZGEWVKXGQTFGTUVJCV
encouraged United States Citizenship and
Immigration Services to unnecessarily increase
scrutiny for skilled workers who have been hired
KPVJG7PKVGF5VCVGU6JGUGFKNCVQT[RQNKEKGUUNQY
the immigration process and make it harder for
DWUKPGUUGUVQƒPFHQTGKIPYQTMGTUYKVJWPKSWG
skills, which can negatively impact everyone
who interacts with these businesses.3626JG
situation would become even worse if the
president was allowed to waste $60 billion of
taxpayer money on an ineffectual wall across
America’s southern border.363

Policymakers can better promote savings by
relaxing the asset limits that apply to some
social safety net programs and make it harder
for people who have built modest wealth to
IGVHGFGTCNDGPGƒVUKHVJGYQTMGTŨUKPEQOGHCNNU
perhaps by excluding retirement account balances
from asset limits.356 Policymakers could also
incentivize businesses to create employee stock
QYPGTUJKRRNCPU '512U YJKEJEQORGPUCVG
employees with stock in their own company and
have been found to both increase workers’ wealth
and decrease wealth inequality.357,358
53. Enact Comprehensive Immigration Reform
Fixing America’s broken immigration system
ECPDGCUKIPKƒECPVEQWPVGTYGKIJVVQVJGƒUECN
impacts of the aging American population in the
coming years. While just 59 percent of nativeborn Americans are considered “working-age”
(between 18 and 64), 78 percent of foreign-born
people are.359 Pew Research Center predicts
that immigration will be the primary source of
labor force growth until at least 2035. While
the number of working-age people whose
parents were both U.S. citizens will fall in the
coming years, the working-age immigrant
population will hold steady and the number

Policymakers should instead enact
comprehensive immigration reform that grows
our economy by welcoming skilled workers
KPUVGCFQHVWTPKPIVJGOCYC[%$1GUVKOCVGFKP
2013 that comprehensive immigration reform
would bring in over 1 million new immigrants a
year who would skew “younger and healthier”
than the general population, which would be
good news for programs like Social Security
and Medicare that need more young workers to
contribute to the program.364 Federal spending
and tax revenue would both rise after reforming
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our immigration system, but because revenue
would increase by more than spending, budget
FGƒEKVUYQWNFHCNN/QTGQXGTVJGTCVGQH
economic growth would increase by more than
the rate of growth in federal taxes and spending,
meaning revenue and spending would fall as a
percent of GDP even though they would rise in
nominal dollars (Fig. 21).

FIGURE 21. IMPACT OF IMMIGRATION REFORM ON THE BUDGET
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Appendix
PPI’s policy proposals were measured as
EJCPIGUHTQOVJG%QPITGUUKQPCN$WFIGV1HƒEGŨU
extended current law baseline. Some estimates
were produced by PPI staff in consultation with
outside experts while others were modeled by
independent organizations. All proposals were
evaluated using static scoring, which means
the estimates do not account for behavioral
changes that could result from a policy being
enacted. While we believe a dynamic score that
HWNN[KPEQTRQTCVGUVJGDGPGƒVUQHQWTRTQITQYVJ
tax reform and public investment policies would
[KGNFOQTGHCXQTCDNGƒIWTGUYGFGENKPGFVQWUG
such estimates because they are inherently more
uncertain and subjective.

effects these policy changes would have on GDP,
while incorporating the higher revenues and
URGPFKPIVJG[YQWNFRTQFWEGYQWNFCTVKƒEKCNN[
KPHNCVGUWOOCT[ƒIWTGUVJCVCTGUJQYPCUC
percent of GDP.
6JKUCRRGPFKZKPENWFGUHQWTUWOOCT[VCDNGU6JG
ƒTUVVJTGGVCDNGUEQORCTGVJGVQRNKPGPWODGTU
in PPI’s budget to those of the extended current
law baseline and a current policy baseline, which
assumes that today’s tax and spending policies
remain in place even if they are scheduled to
change under current law.
6JGHQWTVJVCDNGRTQXKFGUVYQUGVUQHGUVKOCVGU
HQTKPFKXKFWCNRQNKEKGURTQRQUGFKPVJKUTGRQTV6JG
ƒTUVGUVKOCVGKUJQYOWEJCRQNKE[YQWNFUCXG
or cost the federal government in nominal dollars
QXGTVJGƒTUV[GCTUYJKEJKUYJCV%$1YQWNF
produce if a member of Congress introduced the
RQNKE[CUNGIKUNCVKQP6JGUGEQPFGUVKOCVGUJQYU
the impact a policy would have on the budget in
selected years.

6JGTGCTGJQYGXGTVYQYC[UKPYJKEJVJG
economic assumptions used to model PPI’s
budget differ from those in the extended baseline
RTQFWEGFD[%$1KPKVUNQPIVGTODWFIGVQWVNQQM
+P%$1ŨUGZVGPFGFDCUGNKPGTKUKPIIQXGTPOGPV
debt leads to higher borrowing costs and reduced
economic growth. Because PPI’s budget would
prevent the national debt from reaching the
WPUWUVCKPCDNGNGXGNURTQLGEVGFKP%$1ŨUDCUGNKPG
we adjusted our estimates using an alternative
%$1FCVCUGVVJCVFQGUPQVKPEQTRQTCVGVJGUG
PGICVKXGOCETQGEQPQOKEGHHGEVU6JGEJCPIG
results in higher GDP, higher revenues, and lower
interest costs under PPI’s plan.

6JGUGUEQTGUCTGUJQYPCUCRGTEGPVQH)&2
to better depict how a policy’s impact on the
federal budget changes over time. We used
%$1ŨUDCUGNKPG)&2CUVJGFGPQOKPCVQTHQT
the estimates in this table because each policy
was scored individually on a static basis before
the macroeconomic changes discussed above
YGTGCRRNKGF6JGDTGCMFQYPQHRQNKEKGUKP6CDNG
4 differs slightly from the recommendations
in the main body of the report because some
recommendations incorporate multiple policies
while other recommendations were consolidated
into one policy for modeling purposes.

We also adjusted our projections of GDP to
account for the effects of comprehensive
immigration reform. As explained in the report,
increasing immigration would fundamentally
alter our economy by changing the demographic
composition of American society. Ignoring the
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TABLE 1. PPI’S PROGRESSIVE BUDGET FOR EQUITABLE GROWTH
PERCENT OF GDP

2020

2025

2030

2035

2040

2045

2050

16.6%

20.8%

21.6%

22.1%

22.5%

22.8%

22.9%

Public Investment

1.5%

2.0%

2.0%

1.9%

1.9%

1.9%

1.9%

Defense

3.1%

2.9%

2.7%

2.5%

2.5%

2.5%

2.4%

1VJGT0QP&GHGPUG&KUETGVKQPCT[

1.6%

1.6%

1.5%

1.4%

1.4%

1.3%

1.2%

Social Security

5.0%

5.4%

5.5%

5.5%

5.4%

5.3%

5.2%

Medicare

3.0%

3.2%

3.7%

4.0%

4.3%

4.4%

4.6%

/GFKECKFCPF1VJGT*GCNVJ

2.2%

2.5%

2.7%

2.8%

3.0%

3.1%

3.3%

1VJGT/CPFCVQT[

2.6%

3.1%

3.0%

2.9%

2.8%

2.6%

2.5%

Interest

2.1%

2.5%

2.6%

2.4%

2.3%

2.0%

1.7%

&GƒEKV  QT5WTRNWU

-4.5%

-2.4%

-2.1%

-1.3%

-0.9%

-0.3%

0.2%

Debt Held by the Public

80%

81%

77%

70%

62%

53%

43%

$22,120

$26,930

$33,120

$40,700

$49,940

$61,480

$75,800

Revenue
DISCRETIONARY SPENDING

MANDATORY SPENDING

Memo: GDP (Billions)

1RWH3URMHFWLRQIRU)<DVVXPHVWKHDGRSWLRQRI33,̸VSURSRVHGVSHQGLQJFDSVLQ)XWXUHSURMHFWLRQVDVVXPHDOOSURSRVHG
policies either take effect or begin a scheduled phase-in in FY 2022.
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TABLE 2. CURRENT LAW BASELINE
PERCENT OF GDP

2020

2025

2030

2035

2040

2045

2050

16.6%

17.4%

18.3%

18.5%

18.9%

19.2%

19.5%

Public Investment

1.4%

1.3%

1.2%

1.2%

1.2%

1.2%

1.2%

Defense

2.9%

2.6%

2.5%

2.5%

2.5%

2.5%

2.5%

1VJGT0QP&GHGPUG&KUETGVKQPCT[

1.5%

1.3%

1.3%

1.3%

1.3%

1.3%

1.3%

Social Security

5.0%

5.5%

6.0%

6.2%

6.3%

6.2%

6.2%

Medicare

3.0%

3.6%

4.3%

4.8%

5.3%

5.7%

6.2%

/GFKECKFCPF1VJGT*GCNVJ

2.2%

2.4%

2.6%

2.8%

3.0%

3.2%

3.4%

1VJGT/CPFCVQT[

2.6%

2.4%

2.2%

2.2%

2.1%

2.1%

2.0%

Interest

2.1%

2.7%

3.0%

3.5%

4.2%

5.0%

5.9%

&GƒEKV  QT5WTRNWU

-4.0%

-4.5%

-4.8%

-6.0%

-7.0%

-8.0%

-9.3%

Debt Held by the Public

79%

87%

93%

103%

117%

132%

149%

$22,120

$26,660

$32,210

$38,910

$47,000

$56,920

$69,130

Revenue
DISCRETIONARY SPENDING

MANDATORY SPENDING

Memo: GDP (Billions)

Note: Current law projection assumes many policies in place today will expire if they are scheduled to in the law as currently written.
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TABLE 3. CURRENT POLICY BASELINE
PERCENT OF GDP

2020

2025

2030

2035

2040

2045

2050

16.6%

17.0%

17.0%

17.1%

17.3%

17.4%

17.6%

Public Investment

1.5%

1.5%

1.4%

1.4%

1.4%

1.4%

1.4%

Defense

3.2%

3.0%

2.8%

2.9%

2.9%

2.9%

3.0%

1VJGT0QP&GHGPUG&KUETGVKQPCT[

1.6%

1.5%

1.4%

1.5%

1.5%

1.5%

1.5%

Social Security

5.0%

5.5%

6.0%

6.2%

6.3%

6.3%

6.2%

Medicare

3.0%

3.6%

4.3%

4.8%

5.3%

5.7%

6.1%

/GFKECKFCPF1VJGT*GCNVJ

2.2%

2.4%

2.6%

2.8%

3.0%

3.2%

3.4%

1VJGT/CPFCVQT[

2.6%

2.4%

2.2%

2.2%

2.1%

2.1%

2.0%

Interest

2.1%

2.9%

3.5%

4.6%

5.9%

7.6%

9.6%

&GƒEKV  QT5WTRNWU

-4.6%

-5.7%

-7.4%

-9.2%

-11.1%

-13.2%

-15.7%

Debt Held by the Public

80%

93%

108%

129%

156%

188%

225%

$22,120

$26,660

$32,170

$38,810

$46,730

$56,170

$67,400

Revenue
DISCRETIONARY SPENDING

MANDATORY SPENDING

Memo: GDP (Billions)

Note: Current policy projection assumes that today’s tax and spending policies remain in place even if they are scheduled to change under
current law.
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TABLE 4. BUDGETARY IMPACT OF PPI PROPOSALS
ANNUAL SAVINGS (+) OR COST (-) AS A PERCENT OF BASELINE GDP

10-YEAR SCORE
($ BILLIONS)

2025

2030

2035

2040

2045

2050

Repeal the Payroll Tax

-$11,050

-3.60%

-4.89%

-4.91%

-4.94%

-4.92%

-4.89%

Adopt a Dynamic Value-Added Tax

$14,135

4.71%

6.15%

6.17%

6.19%

6.20%

6.15%

BUDGET IMPACT RELATIVE TO CURRENT LAW BASELINE
TAX POLICIES
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Tax Carbon Emissions

$1,442

0.50%

0.56%

0.61%

0.66%

0.70%

0.73%

Turn the Earned Income Tax Credit into a Living Wage Tax Credit

-$1,370

-0.45%

-0.60%

-0.53%

-0.47%

-0.42%

-0.37%

Modify and Make Permanent the Expanded Child Tax Credit

-$286

-0.01%

-0.15%

-0.14%

-0.13%

-0.13%

-0.12%

Changes to Individual Income Tax Rates

$2,049

1.41%

0.37%

0.41%

0.45%

0.47%

0.49%

Raise Capital Gains Tax Rates

$352

0.16%

0.12%

0.13%

0.14%

0.14%

0.14%

Repeal the Net Investment Income and Additional Medicare Taxes

-$243

-0.08%

-0.11%

-0.13%

-0.16%

-0.18%

-0.21%

Replace the Estate Tax with a Progressive Inheritance Tax

$761

0.30%

0.24%

0.24%

0.24%

0.25%

0.25%

-$1,273

-0.66%

-0.14%

0.13%

0.28%

0.27%

0.23%

Raise the Corporate Income Tax Rate to 28 Percent

$803

0.29%

0.30%

0.31%

0.31%

0.31%

0.31%

End the Trump Trade Wars and Cut Regressive Tariffs

-$476

-0.18%

-0.17%

-0.15%

-0.14%

-0.13%

-0.12%

Make Standard Deduction and Personal Exemption Changes Permanent

$630

0.00%

0.36%

0.35%

0.35%

0.33%

0.31%

Replace the Gas Tax with a Vehicle-Miles Travelled Tax

$237

0.09%

0.09%

0.09%

0.09%

0.09%

0.09%

Create Clean Tax Incentives for Private-Sector Modernization

-$360

-0.12%

-0.14%

-0.15%

-0.16%

-0.17%

-0.18%

Repeal Fossil-Fuel Tax Preferences

$56

0.04%

0.01%

0.01%

0.01%

0.01%

0.01%

Limit the Value of Itemized Deductions to 30 Percent

$141

0.13%

0.01%

0.00%

-0.01%

-0.02%

-0.02%

Repeal Education-Related Tax Expenditures

$329

0.12%

0.11%

0.10%

0.10%

0.09%

0.09%

Make the SALT Cap Permanent While Eliminating the Marriage Penalty

$816

0.00%

0.47%

0.47%

0.47%

0.50%

0.53%

Phase Out Subsidies for Real Estate

$660

0.06%

0.40%

0.54%

0.65%

0.69%

0.73%

Repeal Giveaways to Wealthy “Pass-Through” Business Owners

$446

0.31%

0.08%

0.09%

0.09%

0.10%

0.10%

Close the Like-Kind Exchange Loophole

$100

0.04%

0.03%

0.02%

0.02%

0.01%

0.01%

Deschedule and Tax Marijuana

$48

0.01%

0.02%

0.03%

0.03%

0.03%

0.03%

Other Minor Tax Changes

-$5

-0.01%

0.00%

0.00%

-0.01%

-0.01%

-0.01%

Allow Full Expensing of Business Investment
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ANNUAL SAVINGS (+) OR COST (-) AS A PERCENT OF BASELINE GDP

10-YEAR SCORE
($ BILLIONS)

2025

2030

2035

2040

2045

2050

$119

0.01%

0.09%

0.18%

0.22%

0.24%

0.23%

Adjust the Retirement Age to Improve Simplicity and Equity

$101

0.02%

0.06%

0.10%

0.11%

0.14%

0.18%

Change Cost-of-Living Adjustments

$337

0.08%

0.19%

0.24%

0.22%

0.21%

0.19%

$39

0.01%

0.03%

0.04%

0.04%

0.04%

0.04%

-$19

0.00%

-0.01%

-0.03%

-0.04%

-0.04%

-0.04%

$195

0.07%

0.08%

0.08%

0.09%

0.09%

0.09%

Consolidate Medicare Parts A, B, and D into “Medicare One”

$190

0.06%

0.08%

0.08%

0.08%

0.08%

0.08%

Base Medicare Premium Subsidies on Average Bids

$575

0.21%

0.23%

0.26%

0.30%

0.35%

0.38%

Create a Medicare Buy-In for People Ages 55-64

$7

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

Reform Medicare Prescription Drug Reimbursements

$14

0.00%

0.01%

0.01%

0.01%

0.01%

0.01%

Promote Value-Based Care

$4

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.01%

Expand Medicare Site-Neutral Payments

$346

0.11%

0.14%

0.17%

0.20%

0.23%

0.26%

Adjustments to Medicare Payment Rates

$101

0.00%

0.08%

0.15%

0.24%

0.33%

0.44%

Reform GME and IME Payments

$22

0.01%

0.01%

0.01%

0.01%

0.01%

0.01%

BUDGET IMPACT RELATIVE TO CURRENT LAW BASELINE
SOCIAL SECURITY

Improve Disability Insurance
MEDICARE
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OTHER HEALTH POLICIES
Stabilize the ACA Marketplace

-$81

-0.03%

-0.03%

-0.03%

-0.03%

-0.03%

-0.04%

Smooth the ACA Subsidy Cliff

-$125

-0.04%

-0.05%

-0.05%

-0.05%

-0.05%

-0.06%

Create an Automatic Enrollment System for the Uninsured

-$295

-0.11%

-0.13%

-0.13%

-0.13%

-0.13%

-0.13%

Set Default Prices to Cap Medical Costs

$302

0.05%

0.20%

0.29%

0.32%

0.35%

0.38%

Repeal the Cadillac Tax

-$329

-0.09%

-0.16%

-0.25%

-0.40%

-0.55%

-0.75%

Reduce Barriers to Developing Generic Prescription Drugs

$6

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.01%

0.01%

0.01%

Encourage State Innovation in Medicaid

$0

0.00%

0.00%

0.01%

0.03%

0.04%

0.06%
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ANNUAL SAVINGS (+) OR COST (-) AS A PERCENT OF BASELINE GDP

10-YEAR SCORE
($ BILLIONS)

2025

2030

2035

2040

2045

2050

Repeal the Sequester on Public Investment

-$447

-0.16%

-0.16%

-0.15%

-0.15%

-0.16%

-0.16%

Triple Federal Investments in Basic Research

-$362

-0.10%

-0.18%

-0.19%

-0.19%

-0.19%

-0.19%

Fund R&D for Renewable Energy and Climate Mitigation

-$288

-0.10%

-0.11%

-0.12%

-0.13%

-0.14%

-0.15%

-$1,000

-0.31%

-0.38%

-0.27%

-0.27%

-0.27%

-0.27%

Fund “Super Pell” Grants and Other Higher-Ed Reforms

-$329

-0.12%

-0.11%

-0.10%

-0.10%

-0.09%

-0.09%

Expand Early College, CTE, and Apprenticeships in High Schools

-$33

-0.01%

-0.01%

-0.01%

-0.01%

-0.01%

-0.01%

Provide Affordable Pre-K for All Children from Families in Need

-$42

-0.01%

-0.01%

-0.01%

-0.01%

-0.01%

-0.02%

-$665

-0.28%

-0.17%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

$50

0.01%

0.03%

0.03%

0.03%

0.03%

0.03%

Index Other Discretionary Spending to Inflation + Population Growth

-$519

-0.18%

-0.19%

-0.12%

-0.05%

0.02%

0.09%

Increase Funding for Other Social Programs

-$771

-0.28%

-0.32%

-0.32%

-0.31%

-0.32%

-0.31%

Enact Comprehensive Immigration Reform

$82

0.05%

0.03%

0.06%

0.09%

0.18%

0.30%

$658

0.14%

0.39%

1.14%

2.13%

3.48%

4.96%

BUDGET IMPACT RELATIVE TO CURRENT LAW BASELINE
PUBLIC INVESTMENT

Modernize America’s Infrastructure

OTHER POLICIES
Prevent Sudden Cuts to Defense Spending
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Increase Funding for IRS Enforcement
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